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Abstract 
Introduction: Frogs are an ecologically-important group of animals that have undergone population 

declines and extinctions at a significantly increased rate over the past 50 years. While habitat change 

including habitat contamination with xenobiotics has long been accepted as a primary cause of these 

declines, more recently the impact of infectious disease, particularly chytridiomycosis, has been 

acknowledged. Frogs have permeable skin, which is a key contributor to their vulnerability to these 

environmental hazards. However, while it is known that frogs have permeable skin, little is known 

about the specifics of percutaneous absorption in frogs, and this has led to a general recommendation 

that immediate, rapid absorption of any chemical be assumed. Knowledge of percutaneous 

absorption will therefore advise these beliefs and allow for more targeted risk management practices 

in frog habitats. Further, owing to their permeable skin, transdermal delivery of therapeutic chemicals 

presents an ideal way to reduce the impact of disease on frog populations. However, without 

knowledge of percutaneous absorption in frogs, there is no mechanism to advise selection and 

formulation of chemicals for treatment of disease via this route. In mammals, in vitro and in vivo 

percutaneous absorption investigations are well-developed, and the use of mathematical models to 

predict absorption an area of burgeoning research. These techniques would also be useful in 

developing understanding of percutaneous absorption in frogs, in order to design effective treatments 

for disease, and to advise risk management.  

Methods: This study aimed to improve understanding of percutaneous absorption in frogs, with view 

to developing models of absorption that could be used to advise on both risk management and the 

design of therapeutic treatments for infectious disease. The investigations took place in two stages: 1) 

model development (in vitro absorption studies), and 2) model refinement (in vivo absorption studies).  

In vitro studies utilised diffusion cells to investigate the impact of relative lipophilicity and skin region of 

application on the absorption of model chemicals caffeine, benzoic acid, and ibuprofen through the 

skin of two frog species from different primary habitats: the arboreal frog Litoria caerulea, and the 

terrestrial toad Rhinella marina. Results of these in vitro studies were then used to design models of 

absorption in frog skin, which included an interspecies model and of percutaneous absorption and a 

model of absorption in Rh. marina alone. In vitro studies also investigated the impact of co-formulating 

chemicals with penetration enhancers on absorption kinetics, with these studies concurrently utilising 

differential scanning calorimetry and histology to determine the impact of these enhancers on the frog 

skin itself.  

In vivo studies sought to determine the utility of the developed in vitro models in predicting in vivo 

absorption (i.e., in vitro-in vivo, or IVIV, comparison). Firstly, the in vitro studies were replicated in vivo 

in healthy adult Rh. marina, in order to determine the in vivo absorption kinetics, and a comparison 

between absorption kinetics predicted from the previously-developed in vitro model provided. Finally, 

the adjusted model was used to select a drug candidate and dose for potential treatment of infectious 

disease in frogs, and the results of the in vitro penetration enhancer study used to advise formulation 
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of the drug for delivery. The absorption and pharmacokinetics of this formulation was then ascertained 

in healthy Rh. marina.  

Results and Discussion: In vitro studies found that relative lipophilicity and skin region of 

application significantly affected flux of chemicals in both L. caerulea and Rh. marina. In particular, 

dorsal absorption of all chemicals in L. caerulea was significantly lower than ventral absorption, with 

caffeine, the most hydrophilic chemical, having the highest magnitude of difference between dorsal 

and ventral surfaces. In Rh. marina, absorption was far more consistent between skin regions, 

however the absorption of caffeine was still significantly higher through the ventral pelvis than through 

other skin regions. None of the other chemicals exhibited regional variability in absorption in Rh. 

marina. These differences in absorption can be explained by the anatomy and physiology of the skin 

in these species. Comparing the species, absorption was significantly different between species, logP 

and between skin regions. Of the penetration enhancers investigated, 20% v/v propylene glycol was 

effective in enhancing penetration of moderately- and highly-lipophilic chemicals, while 

having minimal effects on the skin structure. Ethanol at 1% v/v had minimal effects on the skin, 

however did not increase penetration for any chemical, whereas higher concentrations (10% v/v and 

30% v/v) effectively enhanced penetration of moderately- and highly-lipophilic chemicals, however 

caused significant structural changes to the dermis and epidermis. None of the investigated 

penetration enhancers were effective in increasing penetration of caffeine.  

The IVIV studies found that in vivo absorption rates were lower than those predicted from the in vitro 

studies for all chemicals. However, the models provided reasonable predictions of serum 

concentration, with benzoic acid showing the smallest factor of difference between predicted and 

observed serum concentrations (2.5-fold), and ibuprofen having the highest (10.5-fold). The final 

study included the selection of chloramphenicol as the chemical for potential treatment of infectious 

disease. Chloramphenicol dose (250 µg/mL) was selected based on the reported minimum inhibitory 

concentration (MIC) for the chytrid fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd), and predictions from 

the model, and was formulated in 20% v/v propylene glycol. Serum levels of chloramphenicol reached 

the required MIC for Bd within 90-120 min of drug exposure commencing, and remained above MIC 

for the remaining drug exposure time. The serum levels attained were also well above the MICs for 

many other common bacterial pathogens in frogs. Cmax was 17.094 ± 2.813 µg/mL, and Tmax was 

reached at 2 h. Elimination was long, with t1/2 of 18.676 h.  

Conclusions: Models of percutaneous absorption in frog species developed during this work have 

identified the impacts of relative lipophilicity, skin region of application, and also highlighted 

interspecies differences in absorption. The development and testing of a model of percutaneous 

absorption in Rh. marina has demonstrated the utility of the developed models in advising selection 

and design of therapeutics for the treatment of disease in frogs specifically.  Such knowledge however 

is ubiquitous and can be equally applied when advising risk management and mitigation, when 

percutaneous absorption should be avoided. This study thus makes a significant contribution to the 

knowledge of percutaneous absorption in frogs, knowledge that will aid in the conservation and 

preservation of these ecologically-important species for future generations.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

1.1 Background  
Infectious disease and habitat change, including habitat contamination, habitat loss and 

climate change, have been identified as the key driving forces behind frog population 

declines and extinctions over the last 50 years (1-5). In the wild, frogs are often considered to 

be indicators of the relative health of the ecosystem they inhabit, as they are highly sensitive 

to environmental change, in particular habitat contamination with xenobiotics (6, 7). The 

sensitivity of frogs to environmental contaminants is due to the increased permeability of 

their skin compared to other terrestrial vertebrates (8-10). However, despite the knowledge 

that frogs’ sensitivity to environmental chemicals is due to increased absorption of these 

contaminants, little is known about the kinetics of percutaneous absorption of chemicals in 

frog skin. 

The catastrophic impact of the amphibian fungal disease chytridiomycosis, caused by the 

chytrid fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis has recently been quantified (3), linking it to 

population declines in over 500 amphibian species, including an estimated 90 extinctions. 

Despite many studies investigating potential treatments for this devastating disease (11-20), as 

yet, no consistently effective treatment has been developed (11, 21), and conservation efforts 

have largely shifted from disease management in the wild to the collection and maintenance 

of disease-free captive breeding and insurance colonies of affected species (22, 23). 

Unfortunately, holding of captive frogs presents its own inherent challenges. In captivity, 

frogs are more susceptible to other infectious diseases (24), which have the ability to rapidly 

spread throughout the colony, jeopardising conservation efforts. Development of improved 

treatment strategies for infectious disease in frogs is thus central to effective conservation of 

these animals. Owing to the permeability of frog skin, transdermal treatment modalities 

provide a simple and effective method to treat disease in large groups of animals. However, 

without knowledge of percutaneous absorption kinetics in frogs, drug candidates and 

treatment regimens cannot be optimised. 

 

1.2 Structure and function of frog skin 
Frog epidermis is a thin, avascular region comprised of several distinct layers: the relatively 

lipophilic stratum corneum (SC), and the more aqueous viable epidermis, comprising the 
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stratum granulosum, stratum spinosum and the stratum germinativum (Figure 1.1). The 

epidermis, particularly the SC, is much thinner than in mammals, with frog SC often 

comprising a single cell layer (8) with an average thickness of ~5 µm (25). The majority of the 

frog epidermis is composed of keratinocytes, metabolically-active cells which differentiate 

and migrate from the stratum germinativum towards the outer surface of the epidermis. 

When these cells reach the SC, they are non-viable corneocytes, suspended in a gelatinous 

matrix of extracellular lipids. In frogs, this matrix is comprised primarily of triglycerides, 

nonpolar fatty acids, cholesterol and methyl esters and phospholipids (26).  

 

 

Located directly beneath the epidermis, the dermis is a thick, relatively aqueous region of the 

skin that provides protection, support and nutrients to the epidermis, while also contributing 

to the barrier function of the skin. Frog dermis can be further divided into two layers: the 

stratum spongiosum (SSp) and the stratum compactum (SCm). The SSp contains the 

sensory nerves and capillaries, and is also where a variety of exocrine glands originate. The 

SCm is composed of densely-packed connective tissue and provides additional support to 

the upper layers of skin (25). As the SC in frogs is thin and so provides only a modest barrier, 

glandular skin secretions increase protection by providing an additional structural and/or 

chemical barrier. Frog skin typically contains two types of exocrine gland: serous/poison, and 

Figure 1.1: Histological section of dorsal Litoria caerulea skin  

10x magnification. MGl: mucus gland; SGl: serous gland; SC: stratum corneum; vEP: “viable” epidermis; SSp: 

stratum spongiosum; SCm: stratum compactum 
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mucus glands (Figure 1.1). The secretions from these glands differ in terms of viscosity, 

varying from relatively aqueous, thin secretions to markedly thick and waxy secretions. 

These secretions are comprised of numerous chemicals, many of which are under 

investigation for their antimicrobial properties (27). The density and distribution of glands differ 

both within and between frog species; more glands occur dorsally in Lithobates (Rana 

catesbiana) catesbeianus (28) and the tree frog Hyla arborea (29), whereas in Rhinella marina 
(28) no regional differences were noted, with this species also having a lower overall density 

of glandular tissue compared to L. catesbeianus (28).  
The reason for the heightened permeability of frog skin is that, unlike mammalian skin, the 

skin of frogs has important regulatory functions, including specialised roles in homeostasis 

and defence. The skin of frogs is responsible for maintenance of fluid and electrolyte levels 
(8, 30), acid-base balance (25, 31), and a significant proportion of many species’ respiration (9). 

Further, many species exude a variety of exocrine secretions onto the skin surface, which 

may provide desiccation resistance, defence and / or protection (32). Frog skin is the primary 

site for both water intake and efflux, and so is highly permeable and richly vascularised. 

Water permeability differs substantially between body regions (33), and is higher on the 

ventral surface than the dorsum (34, 35), presumably a mechanism to facilitate water uptake 

from the environment (36). The ventral skin, particularly the ventral pelvis, is generally thinner 

and more vascular than the dorsum, with capillary density correlating with relative water 

permeability (37, 38). Additionally, owing to the dynamic interface between their skin and the 

environment, frog species from different habitats have developed different relative skin 

thicknesses and vascularity as mechanisms to control water balance. For example, frogs 

from arid environments need to retard general water loss and hence have a more keratinized 

and condensed outer epidermis (25, 39); similarly, many arboreal frog species have thicker skin 

on their dorsum, which is exposed to drying conditions of the sun and wind (40). Conversely, 

aquatic frogs typically have a thicker and less-vascularized skin across their entire body 

surface to reduce water ingress (25).  

 

1.3 Environmental contaminants and frog skin 
Owing to their highly permeable skin and reliance on water for at least one part of their 

lifecycle, frogs have long been accepted as environmental indicators of the wider health of 

ecosystems. Although some researchers have debated whether the impact of environmental 

toxicants on frog health has been overemphasised (41), more recent meta-analyses have 

reiterated the significant impacts of environmental pollutants on amphibians (6, 7). In early 
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2018 a scientific opinion was published regarding pesticide risk assessment for amphibians 
(42), which recommended that dermal absorption of all chemical contaminants in frog habitats 

be assumed to be 100%. The panel emphasised the urgent need for dermal absorption data 

in frogs, and highlighted the importance of such data including investigations into the 

differences in dermal uptake from various skin regions, in order to ensure that potential 

uptake following exposure, and resultant impacts, can be adequately described. 

 

1.4 Transdermal delivery for treatment of disease in frogs 
While there is significant anecdotal evidence of the percutaneous route being used for 

delivery of therapeutics in frogs, published texts primarily recommend oral or parenteral 

administration, with only a few drugs recommended to be routinely administered topically or 

as a bath/soak (43, 44). These more traditional routes are not ideal in frogs: oral administration 

to frogs is quite difficult, requiring animal restraint, which may damage their fragile skin or the 

jaw (45); similarly, parenteral administration is largely limited to high-care settings as training 

is required to administer medications via this route. Transdermal dosing avoids many of the 

problems associated with these more traditional routes of drug administration, whilst 

providing an easy, non-invasive method of drug delivery. Moreover, the ease of 

administration when using this route makes it the most appropriate when large numbers of 

amphibians are held (e.g. in captive insurance colonies or research collections) and for 

treatment in non-clinical settings, for example in the homes of enthusiasts and collectors (43, 

46). However, as knowledge about percutaneous absorption in frogs is limited, practitioners 

must select and alter human or other animal formulations to make them appropriate for use 

in frogs. Unfortunately, this has led to therapies for transdermal delivery being selected 

based on purported efficacy following administration in mammalian species, with doses that 

are often simply scaled down for animal size, disregarding differences in kinetics between 

these physiologically disparate animals. Knowledge of percutaneous absorption in frogs 

would minimise the inadvertent over- and under-dosing which often occurs when these 

strategies are employed in drug candidate selection and formulation.  

 

1.5 Mathematical modelling of percutaneous absorption 
Mathematical modelling of percutaneous absorption in humans has undergone rapid 

development over the past thirty years, and now finds use in risk assessment, cosmetology 

and the selection of therapeutic substances for application to the skin (47). If only a small 
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number of chemicals require investigation, it is possible to undertake individual in vitro 

assessments for each chemical to determine flux across the skin. However, this is not a 

viable option when investigating a large number of chemicals, for example, when 

determining which of a group of therapeutic substances would be most likely to be 

systemically absorbed. Development of a mathematical relationship to estimate the flux  

and / or permeability of a chemical based on its physicochemical parameters so as 

to minimise the number of experiments required would be ideal, provided the limitations of 

the model are known. 

Initial attempts to find a mathematical relationship between physicochemical characteristics 

and permeability through the skin used only a small number of chemicals, often from a group 

of closely-related chemical compounds. These studies tended to describe a simple linear 

relationship between lipophilicity and permeability (i.e., the more hydrophobic a compound, 

the faster its permeation through the skin; (48)), although if the range of chemicals included 

those of a more extreme lipophilic/hydrophilic character, or a wider range of molecular 

weights, a parabolic relationship was observed (49, 50). The collation and publication of the 

permeability coefficient (Kp) of 94 chemicals across human skin by Flynn (51) provided a large 

dataset for development of models of absorption, with Flynn also providing algorithms for the 

dataset, linking relative lipophilicity and molecular weight to flux. However, there has been 

significant discussion about the reliability of this dataset (52-54); the data were extracted from 

no fewer than fifteen different sources, so there is the potential for significant methodological 

differences in determining the Kp of the different chemicals. Several outliers in the data have 

been identified and reinvestigated, including a variety of steroid compounds (55, 56), naproxen, 

nicotine and atropine (57). Despite these inherent problems, since publication of Flynn’s 

dataset, there has been a rapid increase in the number of mathematical models attempting 

to quantify the relationship between permeability and the physicochemical properties of 

chemicals applied to the skin in humans (58). These models have included quantitative 

structure-permeability relationship models (55, 59-70), and more recently, machine learning 

techniques including artificial neural networks (71, 72) and Gaussian processes (73-76). Despite 

the wide range of physicochemical characteristics investigated, and large number of models 

produced, the key characteristics found to be important in predicting permeability remain 

relatively consistent, and include hydrophobicity, molecular size, and hydrogen bonding 

ability (77).  
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1.6 Rationale for this study 
Compared to mammals, frogs have very thin, highly-permeable skin (8-10). However, little is 

known about how this permeability translates quantitatively into chemical absorption through 

the skin, as few transdermal kinetic studies in terrestrial frogs have been undertaken (28, 78-84). 

Increased permeability of the skin to chemicals can have either positive or detrimental 

outcomes for frogs; the transdermal route provides an easy, relatively stress-free way to 

administer drugs for the treatment of disease, however rapid absorption of environmental 

contaminants is also likely to lead to significant morbidity and/or mortality. While 

pharmacokinetic studies on individual chemicals will slowly increase the knowledge of 

percutaneous absorption in frogs, this process is laborious and necessitates significant 

animal use to obtain sufficient data. Further, such studies provide no mechanism for 

extrapolating findings to other chemicals or formulations. Mathematical models of absorption 

in humans, developed from in vitro absorption kinetic data, have been used with some 

success to predict in vivo percutaneous absorption of chemicals in humans (58); it is likely that 

such a model for frogs would have two-fold purpose, being equally able to guide therapeutic 

chemical selection and formulation, while also advising risk assessment and mitigation in 

frog habitats. 

 

1.7 Project aims and objectives 
The overarching aim of this project is to develop understanding of percutaneous absorption 

in frogs, through in vitro and in vivo investigations, and the development of mathematical 

models to describe factors influencing permeability. Before an effective model can be 

produced, a thorough understanding of skin structure and function in amphibians is 

paramount, as this will influence the passage of a chemical through the skin. Consideration 

must also be given to the differences in absorption between regions of a frog’s body, and the 

differences in absorption between frog species from different habitats. Finally, the impact of 

formulation should be investigated. Knowledge of the factors influencing percutaneous 

absorption in frogs will facilitate the design of effective models of absorption. These models 

and formulation knowledge, in turn, will find utility in: 1) optimisation of drug candidate 

selection and dosing regimen design for treatment of disease, and 2) ecotoxicology, to assist 

risk mitigation by advising formulation of chemicals that are to be applied in a frog’s habitat, 

and also to advise risk management following contamination of habitats with chemicals.  
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In order to develop an effective model of percutaneous absorption in frogs, two stages of 

research are required: 1) model development (in vitro investigations) and 2) model 

refinement and application (in vivo investigations).  

Within the auspices of 1) model development (in vitro investigations), several specific 

objectives have been defined: 

a. Identify anatomical, physicochemical or formulation-based factors that are likely to 

influence absorption across frog skin 

b. Identify which physicochemical properties of chemicals are important in determining 

rate and extent of percutaneous absorption through frog skin 

c. Determine whether the anatomical regional variation in percutaneous absorption 

within a single frog species significantly influences the rate and / or extent of 

chemical absorption through the skin 

d. Determine whether the anatomical/physiological differences between frog species 

from different primary habitats significantly influences the rate and / or extent of 

chemical absorption through the skin 

e. Make dosing recommendations from the information gained in 1a–d (re: site of 

application; different dosing recommendations for different species) 

f. Utilise results from objectives 1b–d to inform the development a model of 

percutaneous absorption in frogs 

g. Investigate how altering a formulation through the addition of penetration enhancers 

influences absorption, with particular focus on changes in the restrictive factors 

identified in terms of physicochemical properties (1b) and skin region (1c)  

 

Within the auspices of 2) model refinement and application (in vivo investigations), there are 

two objectives: 

a. Compare in vitro model predictions with the in vivo data in frogs, refining the model 

as needed 

b. Use the refined model and results of (1g) to guide selection and formulation of a 

candidate chemical for transdermal delivery with potential to treat infectious disease 

in frogs 
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1.8 Thesis structure and chapter summaries 
This thesis is structured to sequentially address the aims and objectives as in Section 1.7, as 

outlined below: 

 

Chapter Overview Objectives 
addressed 

2 Review of percutaneous absorption in frogs, drawn from the 

extant literature of absorption in mammals and interpreted based 

on known frog anatomy and physiology. The review also includes 

reference to the studies that have reported percutaneous 

absorption in frogs, and seeks to identify factors likely to influence 

absorption in these animals. 

A version of this review was published in the Journal of Veterinary 

Pharmacology and Therapeutics (46). [Llewelyn VK, Berger L, 

Glass BD. Percutaneous absorption of chemicals: developing an 

understanding for the treatment of disease in frogs. Journal of 

Veterinary Pharmacology and Therapeutics. 2016; 39(2):109–21. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/jvp.12264]. 

1a, 1b  
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3 Presents in vitro absorption studies undertaken in two frog 

species from differing primary habitats, focussing on regional 

variability in absorption within individual species. The chapter 

includes a general methodology section, and includes data from 

two publications, one presenting in vitro absorption data for the 

arboreal frog Litoria caerulea (85), and the other presenting in vitro 

absorption data in the terrestrial species Rhinella marina (86). 

Versions of the two papers were published in Environmental 

Toxicology and Pharmacology (85) and Environmental Toxicology 

and Chemistry (86), respectively. [Llewelyn VK, Berger L, Glass 

BD. Regional variation in percutaneous absorption in the tree frog 

Litoria caerulea. Environmental Toxicology and Pharmacology. 

2018; 60:5–11. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.etap.2018.03.019; 

Llewelyn VK, Berger L, Glass BD. Effects of skin region and 

relative lipophilicity on percutaneous absorption in the toad 

Rhinella marina. Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry. 2019; 

38(2):361–7. http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/etc.4302]. 

1b, 1c 

4 Provides a synthesis and comparison of in vitro absorption in two 

frog species, and includes a model of absorption that can be used 

to predict percutaneous absorption in both arboreal and terrestrial 

frog species. This chapter also provides dosing recommendations 

for these species, based on the synthesis provided.  

The abstract of this chapter is based on a conference abstract, 

published in the Journal of Veterinary Pharmacology and 

Therapeutics (21). [Llewelyn VK, Berger L, Glass BD. 

Percutaneous absorption in frog species: variability in skin may 

influence delivery of therapeutics. Journal of Veterinary 

Pharmacology and Therapeutics. 2018; 41(Suppl. 1):70. 

https://doi.org/10.1111/jvp.12639]. The chapter has been 

prepared as a manuscript for submission to the same journal. 

1d, 1e, 1f 
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5 Presents the impact of penetration enhancers on in vitro 

absorption kinetics in frog skin, and also provides information 

about how exposure to these enhancers affects skin structure, 

through use of differential scanning calorimetry and histology. 

A version of this chapter has been published in Heliyon. [Llewelyn 

VK, Berger L, Glass BD. Permeability of frog skin to chemicals: 

effect of penetration enhancers. Heliyon. 2019; 5(8):e02127. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.heliyon.2019.e02127.] 

1g 

6 Provides an in vitro in vivo comparison of absorption in frog skin. 

Firstly, a model of in vitro absorption in a terrestrial frog species is 

presented. The model is then used to predict absorption kinetics 

for three model chemicals, and the in vivo percutaneous 

absorption of the same chemicals are determined, and the results 

compared. 

This chapter has been formatted as a manuscript for submission 

to PLOS ONE. 

1f; 2a  

7 Describes how the findings of the previous chapters were used to 

select and formulate a chemical for the potential treatment of 

infectious disease in frogs, and reports on the in vivo absorption 

of this formulation in a healthy terrestrial frog species. 

This chapter has been formatted as a manuscript for submission 

to the Journal of Veterinary Pharmacology and Therapeutics. 

2b 

8 A general discussion, highlighting the key findings of each study, 

limitations of the studies, future directions and overall 

conclusions. 

All 

objectives 
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Chapter 2: Percutaneous absorption of chemicals: 
developing an understanding for the treatment of disease 
in frogs 
 

Preamble 
This chapter provides the literature review compiled for this research. This chapter reviews 

the chemical-specific, skin-specific, and formulation-specific factors shown to influence 

absorption in mammalian species, and interprets these in light of known frog anatomy and 

physiology to identify which of these factors are likely to impact percutaneous absorption in 

frogs. The manuscript then continues with a specific review of extant studies on transdermal 

therapeutics in frogs. Implications of percutaneous absorption in view of environmental 

contamination, including a summary of extant studies investigating percutaneous absorption 

of agricultural and industrial chemicals in terrestrial frog species is included in Chapter 3 

(Section 3.3).  

 

A version of this chapter has been published in the Journal of Veterinary Pharmacology and 

Therapeutics (1) [Percutaneous absorption of chemicals: developing an understanding for the 

treatment of disease in frogs. Llewelyn VK, Berger L, Glass BD. Journal of Veterinary 

Pharmacology and Therapeutics, 39(2). Copyright © 2015, John Wiley & Sons Ltd]. A copy 

of the final published version of this manuscript is in Appendix 1. 
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Chapter 3:  Determining baseline in vitro percutaneous 
absorption kinetics in two frog species 
 

Preamble 
As identified in Chapter 2, the relative lipophilicity of the applied chemical is likely to be a 

primary influence percutaneous absorption in frogs, and so it is important to ensure the 

absorption kinetics of chemicals covering a range of logP values are investigated. 

Additionally, skin structure, specifically thickness and vascularisation, are likely to influence 

the percutaneous absorption of chemicals in frog skin. These skin characteristics are known 

to vary both within and between frog species, being particularly disparate in species from 

different primary habitats. However, it is unknown whether these distinct morphological 

differences result in significant differences in percutaneous absorption.  

This chapter therefore presents research undertaken in determining baseline in vitro 

absorption kinetics for three model chemicals — caffeine, benzoic acid, and ibuprofen — 

through the skin of two frog species: the arboreal frog Litoria caerulea, and the terrestrial 

toad Rhinella marina. These model chemicals were selected for use in these studies as they 

are commonly-used model chemicals for percutaneous absorption studies, and cover a wide 

range of relative lipophilicities (logP between –0.07 and 3.97) and aqueous solubilities. 

 

This chapter is comprised of versions of two published studies, one for each frog 

species (1, 2). As the methodology is shared for these studies, this chapter is presented in 

three subsections: (3.1) General Methodology, including the development and validation for 

high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analyses used in these studies and 

methodology for the diffusion cell experiments including data analysis; (3.2) Introduction, 

results and discussion specific to Litoria caerulea; and (3.3) Introduction, results and 

discussion specific to Rhinella marina. Final published versions of these manuscripts are in 

Appendices 2a and 2b.  
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3.2 Percutaneous absorption in the green tree frog Litoria 
caerulea 
This section is a version of the following publication:  

Regional variation in percutaneous absorption in the tree frog Litoria 
caerulea. Llewelyn VK, Berger L, Glass BD. Environmental Toxicology and 
Pharmacology, 60. Copyright © 2018 Elsevier B.V. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.etap.2018.03.019 

A copy of the published version of this paper is in Appendix 2a. Methodology for this 

publication has been provided in Section 3.1. 
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3.3 Percutaneous absorption in the cane toad Rhinella marina 
This section is a version of the following publication:  

Effects of skin region and relative lipophilicity on percutaneous absorption 
in the toad Rhinella marina. Llewelyn VK, Berger L, Glass BD. Environmental 
Toxicology and Chemistry, 38(2). Copyright © 2018 SETAC. 
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A copy of the published version of this paper is in Appendix 2b. Methodology for this 

publication has been provided in Section 3.1. 
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Chapter 4: Interspecific variability in percutaneous 
absorption in frogs 
 

Preamble 
Chapter 3 presented the in vitro absorption findings for three model chemicals in different 

skin regions for two frog species (Litoria caerulea and Rhinella marina), with the discussion 

focussed on the impact of skin region on absorption in each species individually. However, 

the structure of the skin between frog species is reported to differ based on the primary 

habitat of the species, and this is likely to impact on absorption kinetics through the skin 

(Chapter 2). It is therefore of import to provide a direct comparison of in vitro absorption 

kinetics between these species. Further, while information about absorption in species from 

a single habitat-type is valuable as it can likely be extrapolated to other species from the 

same habitat, specific guidance of how absorption differs between species from different 

primary habitats would have wider utilisation in advising development of effective treatment 

strategies for disease, and also in risk mitigation and management.  

This chapter therefore presents a comparison of in vitro absorption kinetics between the 

arboreal frog L. caerulea and the terrestrial toad Rh. marina, synthesised from data collected 

and presented in Chapter 3, and interpreted in light of histological sections of skin produced 

from both species. The in vitro absorption data was then used to create the first model of 

absorption between frog species, which is also presented in this chapter. Finally, 

considerations for the clinician, when designing transdermal treatments in these species are 

presented, in light of the findings. 

The in vitro comparison and histology work (i.e., all work except for the model) was 

presented at the 14th International Congress of the European Association for Veterinary 

Pharmacology and Toxicology, and the abstract presented is based on the published 

abstract for this conference. [Percutaneous absorption in frog species: variability in skin may 

influence delivery of therapeutics. Llewelyn VK, Berger L, Glass BD. Journal of Veterinary 

Pharmacology and Therapeutics, 41(Suppl. 1). Copyright © Journal of Veterinary 

Pharmacology and Therapeutics © 2018 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 

https://doi.org/10.1111/jvp.12639]. A copy of the final published version of this abstract is in 

Appendix 5. 

This chapter has been prepared for publication in the Journal of Veterinary Pharmacology 

and Therapeutics, and is currently under review.  
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Chapter 5: Investigating the impact of penetration 
enhancers on percutaneous absorption in frogs 
 

Preamble 
The literature review and synthesis provided (Chapter 2) identified three key issues likely to 

impact on percutaneous absorption in frogs: 1) physicochemical parameters of the applied 

chemical (particularly logP), 2) skin differences (both between skin regions in individuals and 

also between species from different habitats), and 3) formulation changes, especially the 

addition of penetration enhancers. To this end, Chapter 3 systematically investigated the 

impact of logP and skin region of application on percutaneous absorption in two frog 

species: Litoria caerulea and Rhinella marina. As these species are from different primary 

habitats, Chapter 4 presented a direct comparison of absorption between these species, and 

then provided a mathematical model of percutaneous absorption for chemicals in these 

species. Finally, specific recommendations for clinicians when selecting chemicals for 

transdermal delivery in frogs were provided. However, thus far all absorption kinetics 

reported have been for chemicals formulated in Amphibian Ringer’s solution, a simple 

aqueous electrolyte solution. It is therefore unknown how formulation with penetration 

enhancers will impact on the absorption kinetics reported. 

This chapter presents the effect of penetration enhancers: 1 / 10 / 30% v/v ethanol and 

20% v/v propylene glycol on the in vitro absorption kinetics of three model chemicals – 

caffeine, benzoic acid, and ibuprofen – through Rh. marina skin. These enhancers are 

commonly included in therapeutic formulations used in frogs, and may also be present in 

agrichemicals and as environmental contaminants, and so investigations as to their impact 

on absorption in frog skin are judicious. Further, the concentrations investigated were 

selected based on their previous use in therapeutic transdermal formulations in frogs, with 

no ill-effects reported. Additionally, as penetration enhancers may affect the barrier 

properties of the skin, the effect of exposure to enhancers on skin structure was also were 

also determined. This included exposing skin samples to the different enhancers, and then 

using differential scanning calorimetry and histology to investigate changes in the skin 

following exposure.  

A version of this chapter has been published in the Heliyon (1) [Permeability of frog skin to 

chemicals: effect of penetration enhancers. Llewelyn VK, Berger L, Glass BD. Heliyon, 

5(8):e02127. 2019. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.heliyon.2019.e02127]. A copy of the final 

published version of this manuscript is in Appendix 8. 
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Chapter 6: Developing a model of percutaneous absorption 
in frogs: in vitro in vivo comparison 
 

Preamble 
Chapters 3 and 4 presented data from in vitro studies of percutaneous absorption in frogs, 

finding that absorption was significantly different between species from primary habitat, and 

also between skin regions within species. However, these differences could largely be 

explained through consideration of differences in skin anatomy and physiology. While the 

use of diffusion cell data to predict in vivo absorption in humans is accepted, it is currently 

unknown how whether such an in vitro-in vivo correlation exists for frogs. Therefore, this 

chapter presents the in vivo absorption data for the same model chemicals— caffeine, 

benzoic acid, and ibuprofen — in the cane toad Rhinella marina.  

Firstly, a model of in vitro absorption in Rh. marina was produced from data collected and 

presented in Section 3.3. The larger size of Rh. Marina compared to Litoria caerulea allowed 

collection of absorption data from both ventral pelvic and ventral thoracic skin, and so the 

individual species model included an additional factor level for skin region (compared to the 

interspecies model of presented in Chapter 4, which could only discriminate between ventral 

and dorsal skin regions, with ventral data representing a hybrid of both ventral pelvic and 

ventral thoracic absorption). Following model creation, the in vitro experiments were 

replicated in vivo in healthy adult male Rh. marina. The resultant absorption kinetics were 

then compared to the in vitro predictions to determine the model’s success in predicting 

percutaneous absorption in vivo.  

This work is prepared for publication in PLOS ONE, and is currently under review. 
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Chapter 7: Formulation and testing of a novel treatment for 
chytridiomycosis in frogs 
 

Preamble 
This penultimate chapter provides a synthesis of findings thus presented in this thesis, by 

using the model developed from in vitro data (Chapter 3) and refined following in vivo studies 

(Chapter 6) to select a candidate chemical — chloramphenicol — for treatment of infectious 

disease in frogs. Information collected on the impacts of penetration enhancers on 

absorption kinetics (Chapter 5) was then used to formulate the chemical in a suitable vehicle 

for optimal absorption. This novel formulation was then administered to healthy adult 

Rhinella marina, and some preliminary pharmacokinetic parameters of chloramphenicol in 

vivo ascertained.  

This work is prepared for publication in Diseases of Aquatic Organisms, but has yet to be 

submitted. 
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Chapter 8: General discussion and Conclusions 
 

Preamble 
This final chapter provides the key findings of both the in vitro and in vivo studies of 

percutaneous absorption in frogs, and considers the utility of these findings in terms of both 

the therapeutic management of frogs and also in risk assessment and mitigation in frog 

habitats. The in vitro studies conducted, which utilised methods previously validated for use 

in mammals, provide the experimental methodology for researchers to continue to 

investigate percutaneous absorption in frog species. The models of absorption developed 

highlight the most important determinants of percutaneous absorption in frog skin, both 

within a single terrestrial species and between species from different primary habitats. 

Finally, the in vivo studies provide evidence for the use of these models in predicting in vivo 

absorption, whether for risk assessment or in designing a treatment for an infectious disease 

in terrestrial frogs.  

Contributions to the existing knowledge of percutaneous absorption in frogs have been 

made throughout this thesis. Prior to design of the individual experiments, a review of the 

extant literature on percutaneous absorption in mammals and in frogs was made (Chapter 

2), and this information synthesised considering known frog skin anatomy and physiology to 

identify factors likely to influence percutaneous absorption in frogs. These findings were then 

used to both inform and refine the experimental designs for the in vitro experiments.  

The in vitro investigations determined how regional variation in the skin within a frog species 

influences absorption (Chapter 3) and provided comparison of absorption kinetics in frog 

species from terrestrial and arboreal habitats (Chapter 4), allowing development of the first in 

vitro percutaneous absorption models for frogs (Chapters 4 and 6). Finally, as chemicals are 

rarely formulated in water alone, the effect on absorption of formulation of chemicals with 

commonly-used penetration enhancers, and the impact of these enhancers on frog skin 

itself, was investigated (Chapter 5).  

The initial in vivo investigations sought to refine the developed in vitro absorption model, and 

so the ability of the in vitro model to predict the in vivo situation was determined (Chapter 6). 

Finally, the refined model (Chapter 6), and data collected and synthesised in Chapters 2, 3, 

5 were used to select, formulate and test the in vivo absorption of a chemical for the 

potential treatment of infectious disease in frogs (Chapter 7).  
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apeutic chemicals are often topically applied to the skin of frogs, their
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A B S T R A C T

Frog skin structure and physiology differs between skin regions, however little is known about how these dif-
ferences affect transdermal absorption of chemicals. Further, no information is available regarding how the
relative lipophilicity of a chemical influences its transdermal pharmacokinetics in frog skin. This study in-
vestigated the in vitro percutaneous absorption of three model chemicals - benzoic acid, caffeine, and ibuprofen -
through dorsal and ventral skin of the tree frog Litoria caerulea. Flux was significantly higher through the ventral
skin for all chemicals. Relative lipophilicity affected flux differently in different skin regions. These differences
are likely due to significantly thicker dorsal skin increasing absorption path length, and also possibly owing to
lipoid secretions on the dorsum providing an additional diffusional barrier. This knowledge can advise risk
mitigation of xenobiotics in agricultural and industrial settings, and also guide selection of chemicals and doses
when considering transdermal drug therapy in captive frogs.

1. Introduction

The permeability of frogs' skin is likely to influence 1) their risk of
absorbing environmental xenobiotics, and 2) development of topical
therapeutics for treatment of disease. However, although many studies
report systemic effects in frogs following topical exposure to a variety of
environmental pesticides (Brühl et al., 2011) and therapeutic chemicals
(Llewelyn et al., 2016), the transdermal pharmacokinetics through frog
skin is relatively unknown.

With the identification of infectious chytridiomycosis and its de-
vastating effects on frog populations worldwide (Skerratt et al., 2007),
therapeutic treatment of frogs utilizing the transdermal route has be-
come more commonplace (for review of these studies, see Llewelyn
et al. (2016)). However, the majority of these studies do not provide
true pharmacokinetic data for the chemicals investigated, instead fo-
cusing on clinical endpoints (cure or death). While data on the phar-
macological outcomes for the treatment of individual disease states for
individual chemicals is useful, these investigative methods do not
provide generalizable findings, and there has been difficulty replicating
the results in other frog species (Roberts et al., 2018). It is possible that
this difficulty is due to regional differences in frog skin morphology and
physiology (Bentley and Main, 1972; Talbot, 1992; Toledo and Jared,
1993) impacting the transdermal kinetics of the chemicals being

applied to the skin. In particular, epidermal thickness and vascular-
ization of the skin can differ significantly between dorsal and ventral
skin regions (Fox, 1994; Toledo and Jared, 1993) in some frog species.
The magnitude of difference between skin regions can also differ sub-
stantially between species, and is often related to the primary habitat of
the species (Young et al., 2005). For example, aquatic species often
have a relatively uniform skin thickness and reduced vascularization
across all skin regions, whereas the ventral skin of arboreal species is
often significantly thinner and more vascularized than their dorsum
(Roth, 1973; Toledo and Jared, 1993). It is likely that these differences
in skin permeability will also impact on the transdermal pharmacoki-
netics of chemicals applied to frog skin, however the impact of these
differences on transdermal pharmacokinetics has not been studied in
depth, with studies largely limited to investigations on the movement of
water and electrolytes across the skin (Yorio and Bentley, 1977).

Guidelines exist to advise investigations of transdermal penetration
in mammalian species for exposure-prevention and risk analysis pur-
poses, and for therapeutic delivery of chemicals (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, 2004, 2011). These guide-
lines recommend that the transdermal kinetics of a series of model
compounds – chemicals of similar molecular weight, but with varying
lipophilicity – be determined in order to establish baseline absorption
kinetics for topically-administered agents within a species
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(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2004,
2011). An adaptation of these guidelines has been trialed by Kaufmann
and Dohmen (2016), who used a static diffusion (Franz) cell to de-
termine the transdermal pharmacokinetics of a finite dose of two model
chemicals, caffeine and testosterone, through the skin of the aquatic
frog Xenopus laevis. However, as aquatic frog species have often negli-
gible differences in skin thickness and vascularization between dorsal
and ventral skin regions (Roth, 1973; Toledo and Jared, 1993), it is
essential to establish baseline transdermal pharmacokinetic parameters
for a frog species with known regional differences in skin structure. To
this end, this study investigated the transdermal penetration of three
model drugs in the arboreal frog species Litoria caerulea, to provide
quantitative evidence of the differences in permeability between skin
regions in this species. This will go some way to inform both future
environmental xenobiotic exposure prevention, and development of
therapeutics for serious disease in frogs - including evidence for drug
choice and treatment delivery.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Study animals

Adult Litoria caerulea (Green Tree Frog, or White's tree frog), part of
a larger captive research population held by the One Health Research
Group (James Cook University, Australia), were used for the study. L.
caerulea is an Australian native frog with a wide distribution, and is one
of the most common amphibian pets worldwide. This species is easy to
breed, maintain, and handle – and so provides a convenient model
species for this study. Twenty-two frogs (12 female, 10 male), ranging
from 12.55 to 55.15 g body weight (median = 19.28 g) were used, with
frogs being randomly allocated to one of three chemical treatments.

2.2. Chemicals and apparatus

2.2.1. Chemicals and solutions
Reagent grade caffeine, ACS reagent grade benzoic acid (Sigma-

Aldrich) and≥ 98% ibuprofen (Sigma) were used in separate experi-
ments as model chemicals. Amphibian Ringer’s solution (ARS) was
prepared according to published methods (Wright and Whitaker et al.,
2001); 113mM sodium chloride, 2 mM potassium chloride, 1.35mM
calcium chloride, 2.4mM sodium bicarbonate), spiked with 2.75mg/ml
2-hydroxypropyl-beta-cyclodextrin (HPβCD; Aldrich Chemistry) for
ibuprofen experiments to assist solubilization. 0.2% w/v ethyl 3-ami-
nobenzoate methanesulfonate solution (MS-222; Aldrich Chemistry)
was buffered to pH 7.3 with sodium bicarbonate. Methanol and acet-
onitrile were high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade
(Fisher Chemicals, Trinidad and Thermo Fisher Scientific, Australia),
formic acid was analytical grade (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Australia)
and water used in HPLC was ultrapure (Milli-Q Integral, Millipore
Australia). All solutions were freshly prepared.

2.2.2. Diffusion cells
Diffusion cells used were a static Franz cell (Permegear, USA),

consisting of a 1ml donor chamber with a 9mm orifice, and a 5ml
receptor chamber. The donor chamber was filled with a saturated so-
lution of one of the model chemicals (benzoic acid, caffeine, or ibu-
profen) in ARS ± HPβCD (“infinite dose”). The receptor fluid was ARS,
with added HPβCD for the ibuprofen experiments. Receptor fluid was
continually stirred with a magnetized stirrer bar, and allowed to equi-
librate in the diffusion cell for 30 min prior to skin mounting.

2.2.3. HPLC
The HPLC system comprised a Shimadzu Nexera-i LC-2040C 3D

with photodiode-array detector. Post-run analysis was performed using
Labsolutions 5.82 (Shimadzu). All HPLC methods were validated, with
samples run in triplicate. Quantification of benzoic acid was performed

on a Sunfire™ C18 column (250× 4.6mm, 5 μm; Waters), using a mo-
bile phase containing acetonitrile and water (50:50) plus 0.1% v/v
formic acid, at 30 °C with a flow rate of 1ml.min−1. Detection was at
229 nm. Quantification of caffeine was performed on a Kinetex® 5 μm
C18 column (250mm×4.6mm; Phenomenex), using a mobile phase
containing methanol and water (35:65) at 40 °C with a flow rate of
1ml.min−1. Detection was at 275 nm. Quantification of ibuprofen was
performed on a Kinetex® 5 μm C18 column (250mm×4.6mm;
Phenomenex), using a mobile phase containing acetonitrile and water
(75:25) plus 0.1% v/v formic acid at 40 °C with a flow rate of
1ml.min−1. Detection was at 262 nm.

2.2.3.1. HPLC method validation. HPLC methods for each of the three
chemicals were validated in accordance with the International
Conference on Harmonization (ICH) guidelines for analytical method
validation (International Conference on Harmonization (ICH), 1996).
This included confirmation of specificity, linearity, range, precision and
accuracy. Stability studies of the solutions for HPLC analysis were also
performed.

For each of the three chemicals, separate standard solutions were
prepared as needed from a freshly-prepared stock solution. Receptor
fluid (ARS ± HPβCD) was used as the solvent for all chemical solutions
prepared.

2.2.3.2. Specificity. Specificity of the method was investigated by
comparing the chromatogram produced by a known concentration of
a standard solution for each chemical with the chromatogram produced
following injection of receptor fluid alone. Comparison of these
chromatograms is essential to ensure complete resolution of the
chemical peak from any potential interference produced by
components of the mobile phase and receptor fluid.

2.2.3.3. Linearity and range. Standard solutions for each chemical were
prepared by serial dilution of the stock solution, with six standard
solutions prepared for caffeine and ibuprofen, and eight prepared for
benzoic acid. A standard calibration curve was produced for each
chemical over their respective concentration ranges (benzoic acid:
0.25–200 μg/ml; caffeine 1 – 500 μg/ml; ibuprofen 1 – 75 μg/ml).
Each sample was analyzed in triplicate, and peak area versus analyte
concentration plotted.

2.2.3.4. Precision. The precision of the method was assessed by
injecting ten individual samples of a mid-range standard solution for
each chemical. Relative standard deviation (RSD) was calculated.

2.2.3.5. Accuracy. Accuracy can be concluded provided specificity,
linearity and precision are demonstrated.

2.2.3.6. Solution stability. Recovery of each chemical in receptor fluid
was determined by storing a series of three standard solutions at 15 °C
for 48 h, to confirm the stability of all three chemicals during Franz cell
experiments and analyses. The standard solution concentrations for
each comprised a low-, mid- and high-range standard concentration as
follows: benzoic acid: 0.25, 50 and 200 μg/ml, caffeine: 1, 50 and
500 μg/ml, ibuprofen: 1, 25 and 75 μg/ml. Samples were analyzed by
HPLC against freshly prepared calibration standards to determine
chemical content at t= 0, 24 and 48 h.

2.3. Skin preparation

Animals were minimally handled to prevent damage to the skin.
Euthanasia was carried out by bathing in buffered 0.2% w/v MS-222.
Immediately following euthanasia, full-thickness ventral and dorsal
skin samples were excised, rinsed in ARS, and mounted on a diffusion
cell, with the skin surface facing the donor chamber. In the smaller
frogs, one skin sample was taken from each of the dorsal and ventral
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sides. In larger frogs, two dorsal samples and one ventral sample was
taken. Samples were taken from the truncal midline in smaller in-
dividuals and bilaterally along the truncal midline for dorsal samples in
larger frogs. The number of skin samples yielded per treatment were as
follows: benzoic acid – 5 dorsal and 8 ventral; caffeine – 6 dorsal and 7
ventral; ibuprofen – 6 dorsal and 6 ventral.

2.4. Absorption kinetics

The cutaneous absorption kinetics of three model chemicals with
similar molecular weights but differing relative lipophilicities (Table 1)
was determined. Each chemical was dissolved in ARS (spiked with
2.75mg/ml HPβCD for ibuprofen) to achieve an infinite dose for ap-
plication to the donor chamber. Following mounting of skin samples on
the Franz cells, 1 ml of saturated donor solution was applied to the
donor chamber, and 1ml samples were collected from the receptor
chamber at t= 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 240, 300, 360 min for
caffeine and benzoic acid, and at t= 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 180, 240, 300,
360, 1440 min for ibuprofen. The receptor volume was replenished
with fresh receptor fluid following each sample collection. Samples
were then analyzed for chemical content using the validated HPLC
method described.

Flux (μg/cm2/hr) was calculated for each sample from the steady-
state slope of the cumulative absorption versus time plot. Data were
examined and analyzed using R (R Core Team, 2016). The influence of
chemical and region on chemical flux through the skin was determined
by fitting a linear mixed effects model using the nlme package (Pinheiro
et al., 2017), allowing for heteroscedasticity in the data. The model
initially utilized flux, chemical, skin region, sex and frog weight as fixed
factors, with each individual animal as a random effect. As sex and
weight did not influence flux they were removed from the model. For
each combination of chemical / region, multiple pairwise comparisons
of mean flux were then performed using Tukey’s post hoc test (Hothorn
et al., 2008).

3. Results

3.1. HPLC method validation

Comparison of the chromatograms produced by standard solutions
containing the chemical and solutions containing receptor fluid only
demonstrated no interference with the chemical peak, and so specificity
of the method was confirmed. Linearity of each method was confirmed,
with the regression coefficient being > 0.995 for each chemical over
their investigated ranges (Table 1). Precision is indicated if the relative
standard deviation of the ten samples is < 1%, and the values for each
chemical investigated were below this value (Table 1). As specificity,
linearity and precision have been confirmed, accuracy can be inferred
(International Conference on Harmonization (ICH), 1996).

Recovery of each model chemical following 48 hour s storage at
15 °C was in the acceptable range of 100+/−2% permitted by the USP
for all standard concentrations examined (Table 2), confirming stability
for each chemical throughout the diffusion cell experiments and

associated analyses.

3.2. Skin absorption kinetics

The cumulative absorption versus time plots showed that ibuprofen
had the lowest absorption through both skin regions (Figs. 1 and 2).
However, the relative absorption of caffeine and benzoic acid differed
between skin regions – with benzoic acid showing the highest absorp-
tion through dorsal skin, while caffeine had the highest absorption
through the ventral skin. To further investigate these differences, flux
for each chemical was calculated from the slope of the cumulative
absorption versus time plots. There were significant differences
(p < 0.001) between ventral and dorsal absorption rates for all che-
micals studied, with ventral flux being higher for each of the chemicals
compared to dorsal flux (Fig. 3). Further, for a specified skin region, the
flux of each chemical was significantly different from each other
(p < 0.001).

As absorption through the skin is likely to be influenced by the re-
lative lipophilicity of the chemical, the logarithm of flux (logFlux)
versus the logarithm of partition coefficient (logP) for ventral and
dorsal skin regions (Fig. 4) was plotted. Interestingly, a linear reduction
in flux with increasing lipophilicity was found for ventral absorption of
chemicals, whereas for the dorsal skin samples, a parabolic relationship
was observed.

4. Discussion

This study investigated the transdermal absorption of three model
chemicals of differing lipophilicity through the skin of the green tree
frog, Litoria caerulea. Flux through the ventral skin was higher than
through the dorsal skin for all chemicals, although the magnitude of
difference changed depending on the chemical involved. Caffeine, the
most hydrophilic chemical, exhibited the highest and most variable flux
through the ventral skin, and ibuprofen, the most lipophilic chemical,
exhibited the lowest flux. Interestingly, the relationship between re-
lative lipophilicity and flux differed between skin regions, with a linear
reduction in flux as lipophilicity increased through ventral skin and a
parabolic relationship when flux was measured in dorsal skin. This may
be explained by regional variations in thickness of lipoid and hydro-
philic skin layers.

Despite the potential impact of environmental xenobiotic absorption
in frogs, little information is available regarding the effect of site of
application/exposure on transdermal pharmacokinetics in frogs. As
many frog species demonstrate significant differences in skin thickness
and cutaneous vascularization in different skin regions, it is likely that
the application site will significantly impact on absorption kinetics in
these species. L. caerulea is a member of the hylid frog family, which
consists mainly of arboreal species. Tree-dwelling hylid frogs demon-
strate regional differences in skin structure, having significantly thicker
skin on their dorsum – mainly due to a thicker dermis containing a high
density of glands and more connective tissue. As arboreal habitats are
quite drying, it is unsurprising that studies have found significantly
reduced evaporative water loss from the dorsal skin in many hylid frog

Table 1
Physicochemical properties (molecular weight and logP) and method validation
results for range, linearity and precision for the three model chemicals used in
this study. *: logP values are experimental values as per VCCLAB (2005).

Chemical Molecular
weight

LogP* Range
(μg/ml)

Correlation
coefficient (R2)

Precision –
RSD of peak
area (%)

Benzoic acid 122.13 1.87 0.25 –
200

0.999 0.272

Caffeine 194.22 −0.07 1 – 500 0.999 0.029
Ibuprofen 206.28 3.97 1 – 75 1 0.315

Table 2
Percentage recovery from low, mid- and high-range standard solutions of each
model chemical following 24 and 48 h storage at 15 °C.

LOW MID HIGH

Recovery (%) Recovery (%) Recovery (%)

24 hr 48 hr 24 hr 48 hr 24 hr 48 hr

Benzoic acid 100.7 99.6 100.3 99.4 100.4 99.6
Caffeine 101.2 100.8 99.2 98.1 99.6 100.0
Ibuprofen 101.1 98.9 100.0 98.2 100.1 99.7
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species (Amey and Grigg, 1995; Withers et al., 1984; Wygoda, 1984,
1988). Conversely, the pelvic ventral skin is much thinner, with capil-
laries in this skin region being at a much higher density and closer to
the skin surface (Goniakowska-Witalińska and Kubiczek, 1998). The
ventral pelvic region demonstrates higher water uptake than other skin
regions, presumably a function of these structural differences (Bentley
and Main, 1972; Yorio and Bentley, 1977). Owing to these documented

differences in thickness and cutaneous vascularization of the skin, tree
frogs provide an excellent experimental animal in which to conduct
transdermal pharmacokinetic studies.

As expected, ventral flux was higher than dorsal flux for all che-
micals investigated, although the magnitude of this difference varied
depending on the relative lipophilicity of the chemical involved. This is
in agreement with the findings of Kaufmann and Dohmen (2016), who,

Fig. 1. Mean cumulative absorption (μg/ml) versus time (hr) for three model chemicals through dorsal Litoria caerulea skin. Error bars show standard error.

Fig. 2. Mean cumulative absorption (μg/ml) versus time (hr) for three model chemicals through ventral Litoria caerulea skin. Error bars show standard error.
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despite previous studies showing that Xenopus laevis has similar whole-
skin thickness across their entire skin surface, found a distinct increase
in ventral flux compared to dorsal flux for both caffeine and testos-
terone. However, Kaufman’s study was a finite-dose study and the
donor solution composition changed between chemicals (ARS for caf-
feine and a 50% ethanol solution for testosterone), so direct comparison
of their findings with the current study is not possible. While the gen-
eral trends reported by Kaufmann were similar to those observed in this
study, the magnitude of the difference in flux between skin regions was
much lower than in the current study, with 1.5x increase in flux of
caffeine (33x in the current study) and 2.3x increase for testosterone
(5.5x increase for ibuprofen, similar physicochemical properties to

testosterone). The larger differences in flux between skin regions in L.
caerulea are likely due to the larger differences in skin thickness, sup-
porting the supposition that skin thickness remains an important in-
fluence on transdermal absorption in frogs. However, it also appears
that relatively small differences in skin structure in X. laevis do translate
into quantifiable differences in transdermal absorption, and this should
be investigated further.

The chemical with the highest and most variable ventral flux in this
study was caffeine, the chemical with the lowest relative lipophilicity.
This result may be explained by considering the functional physiology
of the ventral skin in L. caerulea - specifically, the pelvic region. This
skin region is also termed the “drinking patch”, and is the primary site

Fig. 3. Boxplots of the flux (μg/cm2/hr) for three model drugs (caffeine, benzoic acid, and ibuprofen) through dorsal and ventral skin samples from adult Litoria
caerulea. Chemicals are arranged (left-to-right) in order of increasing relative lipophilicity (logP).

Fig. 4. Logarithm of flux (logFlux; μg/cm2/hr) versus logarithm of partition coefficient (logP) for dorsal and ventral Litoria caerulea skin samples. LogP
-0.07= caffeine; logP 1.87= benzoic acid; logP 3.97= ibuprofen.
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of rehydration in many frog species. Previous studies into the absorp-
tive properties of this skin region in hylid frogs have demonstrated up
to 20-fold higher water influx through the pelvic drinking patch com-
pared to other skin regions (Yorio and Bentley, 1977), even in nor-
mally-hydrated animals. It is therefore not surprising that the most
water-soluble chemical demonstrated the highest flux through this skin
region.

While the thicker dorsal skin in L. caerulea is likely to be the main
contributor to the reduced absorption seen for all chemicals in this
study, there are other physiological differences between the dorsal and
ventral surface in hylid frogs which are also likely to influence ab-
sorption. There are two additional mechanisms by which different hylid
frog species are thought to retard water loss through the dorsal skin: 1)
some species (for example L. fallax and L. peroni) have intraepidermal
lipids found only in their dorsal skin (Amey and Grigg, 1995), which
provides an additional lipid barrier to the absorption of chemicals
through the dorsal skin; 2) other hylid species (including many Phyl-
lomedusine sp. (Blaylock et al., 1976) and Litoria sp. including L. caer-
ulea (Buttemer and Thomas, 2003; Young et al., 2005)) secrete a waxy,
lipid-containing mucus onto the dorsal surface, which is then spread
across the body to provide a barrier to evaporation. This layer of se-
cretions may provide an additional diffusional barrier to absorption of
chemicals, further impairing absorption. Finally, the dermis of L. caer-
ulea contains a calcified layer between the stratum spongiosum and
stratum compactum. Known alternately as the “substantia amorpha”,
Eberth-Kastschenko layer and lamina calcarea, its physiological pur-
pose is debated (Mangione et al., 2011; Vickaryous and Sire, 2009), but
it has been implicated in ion transport, calcium sequestration and water
balance – being likened to a sponge, retaining water in the skin (Elkan,
1976). In L. caerulea, this layer is more continuous and abundant in the
dorsal skin compared to the ventral skin (Berger et al., 2005), and while
it is located mainly below the capillaries, owing to its purported role in
retaining water in the dermis, it is possible that this layer may influence
the transdermal absorption of chemicals through the dorsal skin. Fur-
ther studies in other frog species with and without this layer will pro-
vide further insight into the relevance of this layer to transdermal ki-
netics.

Dermal absorption studies in mammals have regularly identified
molecular size, relative lipophilicity, potential for hydrogen bonding
and solubility/ionization of chemicals as factors influencing trans-
dermal drug penetration (Magnusson et al., 2004; Naik et al., 2000;
Pugh et al., 1996). In frogs, however, it is likely that only molecular
weight, lipophilicity and solubility/ionization will have significant in-
fluence. However, for most chemicals of interest, molecular weight is
not considered a limiting factor, as there is evidence of systemic effects
in frogs following topical application of chemicals with molecular
weights in excess of 500 Da (Llewelyn et al., 2016). As the model
chemicals used in the current study are of comparable and relatively
low molecular weight (Table 1), and infinite dosing was adopted, li-
pophilicity is likely to be the primary chemical-modulated influence on
any differences in flux observed in this study.

An interesting finding in this study was that the relationship be-
tween flux and relative lipophilicity changed depending on the skin
region being investigated. Dorsal absorption demonstrated a parabolic
relationship between LogFlux and logP, whereas ventral absorption
followed an inverse linear relationship. Parabolic relationships between
flux and lipophilicity are quite common in transdermal penetration
studies of mammals, particularly those which include data for more
lipophilic chemicals (Scheuplein and Blank, 1971). It has been sug-
gested that this relationship in mammals relates directly to the re-
quirement that a chemical is soluble in both the lipoid stratum corneum
and the relatively hydrophilic viable epidermis/dermis in order for
absorption to occur. This process is favored by chemicals being slightly
lipophilic, with a logP ∼2.5 (Zhang et al., 2009). The thicker dorsal
skin of Litoria caerulea and waxy secretions may explain the parabolic
relationship. The fact that a linear relationship exists between logFlux

and logP for ventral absorption in L. caerulea corresponds with
Kaufmann and Dohmen (2016), but are in contrast to the findings re-
ported by Quaranta et al. (2009). Quaranta et al. investigated the in
vitro absorption through ventral frog (Rana esculenta) skin for a series of
chemicals ranging from logP -3.87 to+2.61, finding that more lipo-
philic substances had higher permeability than the hydrophilic sub-
stances. However, the flux was measured from the internal skin surface
to the external skin surface, and chemicals investigated by Quaranta
et al. were either quite hydro- or lipophilic, with no chemicals between
logP −2.71 and +1.27. These methodological differences to the cur-
rent study may be the source of these differing results. Regardless,
further studies to investigate the relationship between relative lipo-
philicity and transdermal penetration of chemicals through different
regions of frog skin, and in other frog species, would provide further
evidence to explain these findings.

5. Conclusions

Owing to the permeable nature of frog skin, it is unsurprising that
frogs are highly sensitive to xenobiotics in their immediate environ-
ment, and also that systemic therapeutics can be topically applied.
However, without any true transdermal pharmacokinetic data, the ex-
tent of susceptibility to xenobiotic penetration through the skin and
resultant systemic effects can only be estimated. This study represents
the first infinite dose study on the transdermal pharmacokinetics for
model drugs in a frog species. Establishing baseline absorption para-
meters for a series of model drugs through frog skin is the essential first
step in the broader prediction of xenobiotic absorption through skin in
frogs. Further, by quantifying the difference in absorption kinetics
through different skin regions, more accurate estimations of the rate
and extent of xenobiotic absorption through the skin of frogs can be
made. It is anticipated that this information can also be used to predict
absorption parameters for other chemicals with similar physicochem-
ical properties, thereby informing risk analysis following topical che-
mical exposure or therapeutic topical dosing parameters to treat disease
in frogs.
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Appendix 4a 
The full dataset for the following output is available online: 

Llewelyn, V. In vitro percutaneous absorption data for model chemicals in Litoria caerulea 

and Rhinella marina: chemicals formulated in Amphibian Ringer’s solution [Internet]. James 

Cook University; 2019. Available from: http://dx.doi.org/10.25903/5d4a64751b5de 

 

Statistical output from R  

> library(nlme) 

> flux.lme.LC = lme(Flux ~ Chemical*Region + Sex + Weight, random= ~1|AnimalID,  we

ights=varIdent(form = ~1|Comb), 

+                   data=Frogs,control = list(opt = "optim")) 

> anova(flux.lme.LC) 

                numDF denDF   F-value p-value 

(Intercept)         1    16  41.03324  <.0001 

Chemical            2    16  73.81341  <.0001 

Region              1    14 121.97780  <.0001 

Sex                 1    16   0.14599  0.7074 

Weight              1    16   3.28447  0.0887 

Chemical:Region     2    14  43.31590  <.0001 

 

> summary(flux.lme.LC) #weight and sex not significant. everything else is 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Frogs  

       AIC      BIC   logLik 

  174.2568 195.2748 -72.1284 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

        (Intercept) Residual 

StdDev:  0.06898584  5.96057 

 

Variance function: 

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Comb  

 Parameter estimates: 

Benzoic acid V    Ibuprofen D    Ibuprofen V Benzoic acid D     Caffeine D     Caff

eine V  

  1.0000000000   0.0001198429   0.0523036445   0.3261271951   0.2976397613   5.3699

194148  

Fixed effects: Flux ~ Chemical * Region + Sex + Weight  

                                    Value Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

(Intercept)                       7.37656  1.316532 16  5.603024  0.0000 

ChemicalCaffeine                 -4.36218  1.144616 16 -3.811041  0.0015 

ChemicalIbuprofen                -6.90505  1.297652 16 -5.321185  0.0001 

RegionVentral                    13.07692  2.309196 14  5.662973  0.0001 

SexMale                           0.66556  1.208770 16  0.550609  0.5895 
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Weight                           -0.01607  0.009928 16 -1.618818  0.1250 

ChemicalCaffeine:RegionVentral   82.90365 12.339128 14  6.718760  0.0000 

ChemicalIbuprofen:RegionVentral -11.72025  2.312701 14 -5.067775  0.0002 

 Correlation:  

                                (Intr) ChmclC ChmclI RgnVnt SexMal Weight ChC:RV 

ChemicalCaffeine                -0.611                                           

ChemicalIbuprofen               -0.989  0.615                                    

RegionVentral                   -0.368  0.309  0.369                             

SexMale                         -0.708  0.136  0.734  0.152                      

Weight                          -0.172  0.036  0.029  0.030 -0.104               

ChemicalCaffeine:RegionVentral   0.071 -0.096 -0.072 -0.188 -0.034 -0.001        

ChemicalIbuprofen:RegionVentral  0.368 -0.309 -0.368 -0.998 -0.152 -0.030  0.187 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

        Min          Q1         Med          Q3         Max  

-1.87664352 -0.44765388 -0.01039354  0.16184468  1.89043736  

 

Number of Observations: 38 

Number of Groups: 21  

 

> #rerun model as combination, then look at pairwise interactions 

> flux2.lme.LC = lme(Flux ~ Comb, random= ~1|AnimalID,  weights=varIdent(form = ~1|

Comb), 

+                    data=Frogs) 

> library(multcomp) 

> #Tukey's post-hoc; #mcp = multiple comparisons - all interactions compared 

> compare = glht(flux2.lme.LC, linfct = mcp(Comb="Tukey")) 

> summary(compare) 

 

  Simultaneous Tests for General Linear Hypotheses 

 

Multiple Comparisons of Means: Tukey Contrasts 

 

 

Fit: lme.formula(fixed = Flux ~ Comb, data = Frogs, random = ~1 |  

    AnimalID, weights = varIdent(form = ~1 | Comb)) 

 

Linear Hypotheses: 

                                     Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     

Benzoic acid V - Benzoic acid D == 0  13.0520     2.2129   5.898   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine D - Benzoic acid D == 0      -4.3561     1.0722  -4.063   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine V - Benzoic acid D == 0      91.7452    12.1116   7.575   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen D - Benzoic acid D == 0     -7.2139     0.8172  -8.828   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen V - Benzoic acid D == 0     -5.8573     0.8270  -7.082   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine D - Benzoic acid V == 0     -17.4081     2.1713  -8.017   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine V - Benzoic acid V == 0      78.6932    12.2579   6.420   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen D - Benzoic acid V == 0    -20.2659     2.0574  -9.850   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen V - Benzoic acid V == 0    -18.9093     2.0613  -9.173   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine V - Caffeine D == 0          96.1013    12.1040   7.940   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen D - Caffeine D == 0         -2.8578     0.6957  -4.108   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen V - Caffeine D == 0         -1.5012     0.7073  -2.122    0.197     

Ibuprofen D - Caffeine V == 0        -98.9591    12.0841  -8.189   <0.001 *** 
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Ibuprofen V - Caffeine V == 0        -97.6024    12.0848  -8.076   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen V - Ibuprofen D == 0         1.3567     0.1273  10.659   <0.001 *** 

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

(Adjusted p values reported -- single-step method) 
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Appendix 4b 
The full dataset for the following output is available online: 

Llewelyn, V. In vitro percutaneous absorption data for model chemicals in Litoria caerulea 

and Rhinella marina: chemicals formulated in Amphibian Ringer’s solution [Internet]. James 

Cook University; 2019. Available from: http://dx.doi.org/10.25903/5d4a64751b5de 

 

Statistical output from R  

> library(nlme) 

> Flux.RM.Var.Noweight = lme(Flux ~ Chemical*SubRegion, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                            weights=varIdent(form = ~1|SubRegion),  data=Toads) 

> anova(Flux.RM.Var.Noweight) 

                   numDF denDF   F-value p-value 

(Intercept)            1    47 245.17251  <.0001 

Chemical               2    14 161.85460  <.0001 

SubRegion              2    47   4.46993  0.0167 

Chemical:SubRegion     4    47   8.21581  <.0001 

 

> summary(Flux.RM.Var.Noweight) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Toads  

       AIC      BIC    logLik 

  451.6335 479.0749 -212.8168 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

        (Intercept) Residual 

StdDev:    7.507291 3.843049 

 

Variance function: 

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | SubRegion  

 Parameter estimates: 

       D        T        P  

1.000000 2.749162 1.171809  

Fixed effects: Flux ~ Chemical * SubRegion  

                                 Value Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

(Intercept)                   13.23395  3.084657 47  4.290252  0.0001 

ChemicalCaffeine              65.52645  4.718463 14 13.887244  0.0000 

ChemicalIbuprofen            -11.54251  4.741012 14 -2.434609  0.0289 

SubRegionP                    -1.99051  2.176562 47 -0.914522  0.3651 

SubRegionT                    -3.90412  4.453598 47 -0.876621  0.3852 

ChemicalCaffeine:SubRegionP   16.61191  3.204731 47  5.183559  0.0000 

ChemicalIbuprofen:SubRegionP   1.81379  3.018522 47  0.600888  0.5508 

ChemicalCaffeine:SubRegionT    1.45212  6.605754 47  0.219826  0.8270 

ChemicalIbuprofen:SubRegionT   3.47838  6.137972 47  0.566698  0.5736 

 Correlation:  
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                             (Intr) ChmclC ChmclI SbRgnP SbRgnT CC:SRP CI:SRP CC:SR

T 

ChemicalCaffeine             -0.654                                                  

ChemicalIbuprofen            -0.651  0.425                                           

SubRegionP                   -0.248  0.162  0.161                                    

SubRegionT                   -0.090  0.059  0.058  0.127                             

ChemicalCaffeine:SubRegionP   0.168 -0.208 -0.110 -0.679 -0.086                      

ChemicalIbuprofen:SubRegionP  0.179 -0.117 -0.237 -0.721 -0.092  0.490               

ChemicalCaffeine:SubRegionT   0.060 -0.087 -0.039 -0.086 -0.674  0.128  0.062        

ChemicalIbuprofen:SubRegionT  0.065 -0.042 -0.102 -0.092 -0.726  0.063  0.161  0.48

9 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

        Min          Q1         Med          Q3         Max  

-1.84698826 -0.32342459 -0.01191303  0.22591960  3.05038533  

 

Number of Observations: 70 

Number of Groups: 17  

  

> #rerun model as combination, then look at pairwise interactions 

> Flux.RM.lmecomb = lme(Flux ~ Comb, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                       weights=varIdent(form = ~1|SubRegion),  data=Toads  

> library(multcomp) 

> #Tukey's post-hoc; #mcp = multiple comparisons - all interactions compared 

> MCP.flux.RM<-glht(Flux.RM.lmecomb, linfct = mcp(Comb="Tukey")) 

> summary(MCP.flux.RM) 

 

  Simultaneous Tests for General Linear Hypotheses 

 

Multiple Comparisons of Means: Tukey Contrasts 

 

 

Fit: lme.formula(fixed = Flux ~ Comb, data = Toads, random = ~1 |  

    AnimalID, weights = varIdent(form = ~1 | SubRegion)) 

 

Linear Hypotheses: 

                                     Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     

Benzoic acid P - Benzoic acid D == 0  -1.9905     2.1766  -0.915   0.9879     

Benzoic acid T - Benzoic acid D == 0  -3.9041     4.4536  -0.877   0.9908     

Caffeine D - Benzoic acid D == 0      65.5264     4.7185  13.887   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine P - Benzoic acid D == 0      80.1478     4.9843  16.080   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine T - Benzoic acid D == 0      63.0744     6.5659   9.606   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen D - Benzoic acid D == 0    -11.5425     4.7410  -2.435   0.2125     

Ibuprofen P - Benzoic acid D == 0    -11.7192     4.8383  -2.422   0.2182     

Ibuprofen T - Benzoic acid D == 0    -11.9683     6.0700  -1.972   0.4897     

Benzoic acid T - Benzoic acid P == 0  -1.9136     4.7022  -0.407   1.0000     

Caffeine D - Benzoic acid P == 0      67.5170     4.8654  13.877   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine P - Benzoic acid P == 0      82.1384     5.1236  16.032   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine T - Benzoic acid P == 0      65.0650     6.6723   9.752   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen D - Benzoic acid P == 0     -9.5520     4.8872  -1.954   0.5022     

Ibuprofen P - Benzoic acid P == 0     -9.7287     4.9816  -1.953   0.5032     

Ibuprofen T - Benzoic acid P == 0     -9.9777     6.1849  -1.613   0.7409     
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Caffeine D - Benzoic acid T == 0      69.4306     6.2958  11.028   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine P - Benzoic acid T == 0      84.0520     6.4974  12.936   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine T - Benzoic acid T == 0      66.9786     7.7772   8.612   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen D - Benzoic acid T == 0     -7.6384     6.3127  -1.210   0.9348     

Ibuprofen P - Benzoic acid T == 0     -7.8151     6.3861  -1.224   0.9306     

Ibuprofen T - Benzoic acid T == 0     -8.0641     7.3633  -1.095   0.9631     

Caffeine P - Caffeine D == 0          14.6214     2.3522   6.216   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine T - Caffeine D == 0          -2.4520     4.8787  -0.503   0.9998     

Ibuprofen D - Caffeine D == 0        -77.0690     5.0706 -15.199   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen P - Caffeine D == 0        -77.2457     5.1616 -14.965   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen T - Caffeine D == 0        -77.4947     6.3308 -12.241   <0.001 *** 

Caffeine T - Caffeine P == 0         -17.0734     5.1362  -3.324   0.0186 *   

Ibuprofen D - Caffeine P == 0        -91.6904     5.3188 -17.239   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen P - Caffeine P == 0        -91.8671     5.4057 -16.994   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen T - Caffeine P == 0        -92.1161     6.5313 -14.104   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen D - Caffeine T == 0        -74.6170     6.8234 -10.935   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen P - Caffeine T == 0        -74.7937     6.8913 -10.853   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen T - Caffeine T == 0        -75.0427     7.8055  -9.614   <0.001 *** 

Ibuprofen P - Ibuprofen D == 0        -0.1767     2.0914  -0.084   1.0000     

Ibuprofen T - Ibuprofen D == 0        -0.4257     4.2238  -0.101   1.0000     

Ibuprofen T - Ibuprofen P == 0        -0.2490     4.3240  -0.058   1.0000     

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

(Adjusted p values reported -- single-step method) 
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Appendix 5 
Percutaneous absorption in frog species: variability in skin may influence delivery of 

therapeutics. Llewelyn VK, Berger L, Glass BD. Journal of Veterinary Pharmacology and 

Therapeutics, 41(Suppl. 1). Copyright © The Authors Journal of Veterinary Pharmacology 

and Therapeutics © 2018 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. https://doi.org/10.1111/jvp.12639 
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Appendix 6 
Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) Protocol 

Tissue is processed, embedded in paraffin blocks, cut into sections (5 µm thick) with a 

microtome, and dried (minimum 1 hour in dryer or on bench) onto Superfrost Plus adhesive 

microscope slides (Thermo Scientific). 

 

Deparaffinization and rehydration 

1. Place slides into a metal rack. 

2. Put slides into xylene container 1 for 2 min. 

3. Put slides into xylene container 2 for 2 min. 

4. Put slides into 100% ethanol container 1 for 1 min 

5. Put slides into 100% ethanol container 2 for 1 min. 

6. Put slides into 70% ethanol container 3 for 1 min 

7. Rinse in tap water bath (outside and then inside container). 

H & E staining and dehydration 

1. Put slides into hematoxylin for 3 min. 
2. Rinse slides in tap water bath (outside and then inside container). 
3. Put slides into Scott’s tap water substitute for 20 sec. 
4. Rinse in tap water bath (outside and then inside container). 
5. Put slides into eosin for 1 min. 
6. Rinse in tap water bath (outside and then inside container). 

7. Put slides into ethanol container 4 for 1 min 

8. Put slides into ethanol container 5 for 1 min. 

9. Put slides into ethanol container 6 for 1 min 

10. Put slides into xylene container 3 for 2 min. 

11. Put slides into xylene container 4 for 2 min. 

Mounting slides 

1. Fill glass syringe with DPX 

2. Put a drop of DPX on coverslip (40 mm) and add slide (facing coverslip). 

3. Press any air bubbles on coverslip with toothpick. 

4. Put syringe back into xylene after use. 

5. Dry slides horizontally in dryer or on bench. 
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Appendix 7 
The full dataset for the following output is available online: 

Llewelyn, V. In vitro percutaneous absorption data for model chemicals in Litoria caerulea 

and Rhinella marina: chemicals formulated in Amphibian Ringer’s solution [Internet]. James 

Cook University; 2019 Available from: http://dx.doi.org/10.25903/5d4a64751b5de 

  

“Full” original model using logP (i.e., includes all other independent variables) 

> library(nlme) 

> #Full model with variability in region and species 

> kp.fullmodel.logp1 = lme(Kp ~ Species*LogP*Region + Sex * Weight, random= ~1|Anim

alID,  

+                          weights=(varComb(varIdent(form=~1|Species), varIdent(for

m=~1|Region))), 

+                          data=Species.Model,method="ML") 

> kp.fullmodel.logp1 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by maximum likelihood 

  Data: Species.Model  

  Log-likelihood: 592.0481 

  Fixed: Kp ~ Species * LogP * Region + Sex * Weight  

                        (Intercept)              SpeciesRhinella marina                                

LogP  

                       6.453438e-04                        2.418547e-03                       

-1.064306e-06  

                            RegionV                             SexMale                              

Weight  

                       4.629441e-03                       -1.490992e-04                        

7.883060e-06  

        SpeciesRhinella marina:LogP      SpeciesRhinella marina:RegionV                        

LogP:RegionV  

                      -5.971505e-05                       -4.657881e-03                       

-4.601539e-04  

                     SexMale:Weight SpeciesRhinella marina:LogP:RegionV  

                      -6.420907e-07                        2.874988e-04  

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

         (Intercept)     Residual 

StdDev: 0.0005656603 0.0009466111 

 

Combination of variance functions:  

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Species  

 Parameter estimates: 

Litoria caerulea  Rhinella marina  

       1.0000000        0.9397479  

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 
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 Formula: ~1 | Region  

 Parameter estimates: 

       V        D  

1.000000 0.941258  

Number of Observations: 108 

Number of Groups: 38  

> anova(kp.fullmodel.logp1) 

                    numDF denDF  F-value p-value 

(Intercept)             1    66 537.1525  <.0001 

Species                 1    31   4.5630  0.0407 

LogP                    1    31   9.0071  0.0053 

Region                  1    66  25.7854  <.0001 

Sex                     1    31   0.2918  0.5929 

Weight                  1    31   0.2351  0.6312 

Species:LogP            1    31   0.1835  0.6713 

Species:Region          1    66 108.8840  <.0001 

LogP:Region             1    66   5.6590  0.0203 

Sex:Weight              1    31   0.0001  0.9928 

Species:LogP:Region     1    66   1.4397  0.2345 

> summary (kp.fullmodel.logp1) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by maximum likelihood 

 Data: Species.Model  

        AIC       BIC   logLik 

  -1154.096 -1113.864 592.0481 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

         (Intercept)     Residual 

StdDev: 0.0005656603 0.0009466111 

 

Combination of variance functions:  

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Species  

 Parameter estimates: 

Litoria caerulea  Rhinella marina  

       1.0000000        0.9397479  

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Region  

 Parameter estimates: 

       V        D  

1.000000 0.941258  

Fixed effects: Kp ~ Species * LogP * Region + Sex * Weight  

                                           Value    Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

(Intercept)                          0.000645344 0.0021582559 66  0.299012  0.7659 

SpeciesRhinella marina               0.002418547 0.0009695013 31  2.494630  0.0181 

LogP                                -0.000001064 0.0001823466 31 -0.005837  0.9954 

RegionV                              0.004629441 0.0004972603 66  9.309894  0.0000 

SexMale                             -0.000149099 0.0021529784 31 -0.069253  0.9452 

Weight                               0.000007883 0.0001103538 31  0.071434  0.9435 

SpeciesRhinella marina:LogP         -0.000059715 0.0002408482 31 -0.247936  0.8058 

SpeciesRhinella marina:RegionV      -0.004657881 0.0006102970 66 -7.632155  0.0000 

LogP:RegionV                        -0.000460154 0.0001953430 66 -2.355621  0.0215 
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SexMale:Weight                      -0.000000642 0.0001105710 31 -0.005807  0.9954 

SpeciesRhinella marina:LogP:RegionV  0.000287499 0.0002396047 66  1.199888  0.2345 

 Correlation:  

                                    (Intr) SpcsRm LogP   ReginV SexMal Weight SpRm:

LP SRm:RV LgP:RV SxMl:W 

SpeciesRhinella marina              -0.052                                                                 

LogP                                -0.152  0.224                                                          

RegionV                             -0.156  0.225  0.432                                                   

SexMale                             -0.975  0.042  0.048  0.024                                            

Weight                              -0.964 -0.005 -0.063  0.028  0.967                                     

SpeciesRhinella marina:LogP          0.112 -0.589 -0.754 -0.305 -0.065  0.049                              

SpeciesRhinella marina:RegionV       0.127 -0.297 -0.352 -0.814 -0.021 -0.023  0.38

1                       

LogP:RegionV                         0.087 -0.176 -0.528 -0.754  0.010  0.001  0.38

8   0.614               

SexMale:Weight                       0.962 -0.049  0.063 -0.023 -0.971 -0.998 -0.02

8   0.020 -0.003        

SpeciesRhinella marina:LogP:RegionV -0.071  0.224  0.431  0.615 -0.008 -0.001 -0.49

3  -0.762 -0.815  0.003 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

       Min         Q1        Med         Q3        Max  

-2.9211758 -0.5593983 -0.0943679  0.4969300  2.7990627  

 

Number of Observations: 108 

Number of Groups: 38 
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Residual plots for the “full” original model using logP 
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“Full” original model using MW (i.e., includes all other independent variables) 

> #Model with variability in region and species 

> kp.fullmodel.MW1 = lme(Kp ~ Species*MW*Region + Sex + Weight, random= ~1|AnimalID

,  

+                        weights=(varComb(varIdent(form=~1|Species), varIdent(form=

~1|Region))), 

+                        data=Species.Model,method="ML") 

> kp.fullmodel.MW1 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by maximum likelihood 

  Data: Species.Model  

  Log-likelihood: 593.1946 

  Fixed: Kp ~ Species * MW * Region + Sex + Weight  

                      (Intercept)            SpeciesRhinella marina                                

MW  

                     3.986693e-03                     -9.493576e-04                     

-1.937285e-05  

                          RegionV                           SexMale                            

Weight  

                     3.402754e-03                     -1.572889e-04                      

1.096317e-05  

        SpeciesRhinella marina:MW    SpeciesRhinella marina:RegionV                        

MW:RegionV  

                     1.630833e-05                     -5.070079e-03                      

1.607570e-06  

SpeciesRhinella marina:MW:RegionV  

                     5.917367e-06  

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

         (Intercept)    Residual 

StdDev: 0.0004527049 0.001016588 

 

Combination of variance functions:  

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Species  

 Parameter estimates: 

Litoria caerulea  Rhinella marina  

       1.0000000        0.9671466  

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Region  

 Parameter estimates: 

       V        D  

1.000000 0.816926  

Number of Observations: 108 

Number of Groups: 38  

> anova(kp.fullmodel.MW1) 

                  numDF denDF  F-value p-value 

(Intercept)           1    66 624.4597  <.0001 

Species               1    32  13.1921  0.0010 

MW                    1    32   8.9435  0.0053 

Region                1    66  27.3190  <.0001 
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Sex                   1    32   0.0714  0.7910 

Weight                1    32   4.3819  0.0443 

Species:MW            1    32  12.0420  0.0015 

Species:Region        1    66 105.3017  <.0001 

MW:Region             1    66   1.3255  0.2538 

Species:MW:Region     1    66   0.3049  0.5827 

> summary(kp.fullmodel.MW1) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by maximum likelihood 

 Data: Species.Model  

        AIC       BIC   logLik 

  -1158.389 -1120.839 593.1946 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

         (Intercept)    Residual 

StdDev: 0.0004527049 0.001016588 

 

Combination of variance functions:  

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Species  

 Parameter estimates: 

Litoria caerulea  Rhinella marina  

       1.0000000        0.9671466  

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Region  

 Parameter estimates: 

       V        D  

1.000000 0.816926  

Fixed effects: Kp ~ Species * MW * Region + Sex + Weight  

                                         Value    Std.Error DF    t-value p-value 

(Intercept)                        0.003986693 0.0014061899 66  2.8351030  0.0061 

SpeciesRhinella marina            -0.000949358 0.0015912610 32 -0.5966071  0.5550 

MW                                -0.000019373 0.0000073090 32 -2.6505301  0.0124 

RegionV                            0.003402754 0.0015952917 66  2.1329980  0.0366 

SexMale                           -0.000157289 0.0004149180 32 -0.3790843  0.7071 

Weight                             0.000010963 0.0000053954 32  2.0319370  0.0505 

SpeciesRhinella marina:MW          0.000016308 0.0000088697 32  1.8386655  0.0753 

SpeciesRhinella marina:RegionV    -0.005070079 0.0019079134 66 -2.6573948  0.0099 

MW:RegionV                         0.000001608 0.0000089110 66  0.1804028  0.8574 

SpeciesRhinella marina:MW:RegionV  0.000005917 0.0000107166 66  0.5521709  0.5827 

 Correlation:  

                                  (Intr) SpcsRm MW     ReginV SexMal Weight SpRm:MW 

SRm:RV MW:RgV 

SpeciesRhinella marina            -0.719                                                          

MW                                -0.974  0.752                                                   

RegionV                           -0.674  0.531  0.671                                            

SexMale                           -0.442  0.168  0.346  0.181                                     

Weight                            -0.123 -0.265  0.045  0.043 -0.095                              

SpeciesRhinella marina:MW          0.803 -0.924 -0.824 -0.553 -0.285 -0.037                       

SpeciesRhinella marina:RegionV     0.563 -0.612 -0.561 -0.836 -0.152 -0.027  0.628                

MW:RegionV                         0.647 -0.513 -0.667 -0.979 -0.174 -0.033  0.550   

0.818        
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SpeciesRhinella marina:MW:RegionV -0.538  0.591  0.555  0.814  0.145  0.027 -0.630  

-0.978 -0.832 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

        Min          Q1         Med          Q3         Max  

-1.96342631 -0.58799079 -0.09466642  0.43236472  2.59148751  

 

Number of Observations: 108 

Number of Groups: 38  
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Residual plots for the “full” original model using MW 
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Outputs for final “top” model including logP  

> FINAL.Kp.logP.REML<-lme(Kp ~ LogP+Region+Species*Region+LogP*Region, random= ~1|A

nimalID,  

+                         data=Species.Model) 

> anova(FINAL.Kp.logP.REML) 

               numDF denDF  F-value p-value 

(Intercept)        1    67 534.8849  <.0001 

LogP               1    35   9.2672  0.0044 

Region             1    67  32.7513  <.0001 

Species            1    35   3.2439  0.0803 

Region:Species     1    67 117.1537  <.0001 

LogP:Region        1    67   6.1821  0.0154 

> summary(FINAL.Kp.logP.REML) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Species.Model  

        AIC       BIC   logLik 

  -1072.015 -1051.015 544.0076 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

         (Intercept)     Residual 

StdDev: 0.0006330886 0.0009071354 

 

Fixed effects: Kp ~ LogP + Region + Species * Region + LogP * Region  

                                      Value    Std.Error DF    t-value p-value 

(Intercept)                     0.000929590 0.0003417513 67   2.720079  0.0083 

LogP                           -0.000080900 0.0001061519 35  -0.762113  0.4511 

RegionV                         0.004248649 0.0003732745 67  11.382105  0.0000 

SpeciesRhinella marina          0.002875198 0.0003532166 35   8.140042  0.0000 

RegionV:SpeciesRhinella marina -0.004085960 0.0003787796 67 -10.787170  0.0000 

LogP:RegionV                   -0.000274794 0.0001105200 67  -2.486373  0.0154 

 Correlation:  

                               (Intr) LogP   ReginV SpcsRm RV:SRm 

LogP                           -0.608                             

RegionV                        -0.644  0.346                      

SpeciesRhinella marina         -0.625  0.023  0.431               

RegionV:SpeciesRhinella marina  0.440 -0.031 -0.656 -0.613        

LogP:RegionV                    0.358 -0.572 -0.571 -0.030 -0.014 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

         Min           Q1          Med           Q3          Max  

-2.611806742 -0.530449848  0.004730726  0.464706263  2.692330528  

 

Number of Observations: 108 

Number of Groups: 38  
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Residual plots for the final “top” model including logP 
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Outputs for final “top” model including MW  

> FINAL.Kp.MW.REML<-lme(Kp ~ MW+Region + Species*MW+Species*Region, random= ~1|Anim

alID,  

+                       data=Species.Model) 
> anova(FINAL.Kp.MW.REML) 

               numDF denDF  F-value p-value 

(Intercept)        1    68 566.2082  <.0001 

MW                 1    34   8.0854  0.0075 
Region             1    68  30.1372  <.0001 

Species            1    34   2.9145  0.0969 

MW:Species         1    34  10.6851  0.0025 

Region:Species     1    68 108.2521  <.0001 
> summary(FINAL.Kp.MW.REML) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Species.Model  

        AIC       BIC   logLik 
  -1058.023 -1037.023 537.0113 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 
         (Intercept)     Residual 

StdDev: 0.0005864584 0.0009340284 

 

Fixed effects: Kp ~ MW + Region + Species * MW + Species * Region  
                                      Value    Std.Error DF    t-value p-value 

(Intercept)                     0.003962477 0.0009851224 68   4.022320  0.0001 

MW                             -0.000018087 0.0000053851 34  -3.358677  0.0019 

RegionV                         0.003645649 0.0003154086 68  11.558495  0.0000 
SpeciesRhinella marina         -0.000547069 0.0012870199 34  -0.425066  0.6735 

MW:SpeciesRhinella marina       0.000019436 0.0000071577 34   2.715408  0.0103 

RegionV:SpeciesRhinella marina -0.004052162 0.0003894651 68 -10.404427  0.0000 

 Correlation:  
                               (Intr) MW     ReginV SpcsRm MW:SRm 

MW                             -0.961                             

RegionV                        -0.277  0.097                      

SpeciesRhinella marina         -0.765  0.736  0.212               
MW:SpeciesRhinella marina       0.723 -0.752 -0.073 -0.962        

RegionV:SpeciesRhinella marina  0.224 -0.079 -0.810 -0.224  0.053 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 
        Min          Q1         Med          Q3         Max  

-1.84789962 -0.69100293 -0.03306582  0.42409342  2.63603755  

 

Number of Observations: 108 
Number of Groups: 38 
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Residual plots for the final “top” model including MW 
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Appendix 8 
Permeability of frog skin to chemicals: effect of penetration enhancers. Llewelyn VK, Berger 

L, Glass BD. Heliyon, 5(8):e02127. 2019. Available at: 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.heliyon.2019.e02127 under a Creative Commons Attribution Non 

Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0). Full terms at: 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ 
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A B S T R A C T

Rarely do commercial chemical products contain solely the active chemical/ingredient. It is therefore important
to consider whether ingredients other than the active may: 1) alter absorption of the active chemical, or 2) be
absorbed themselves, resulting in systemic effects. Frogs have highly permeable skin and are routinely exposed to
commercial chemical products in the environment or therapeutically. Ethanol and propylene glycol (PG), which
have known penetration-enhancing effects, are commonly included in such products. The current study has
therefore investigated the in vitro absorption kinetics through Rh. marina skin of three model chemicals – caffeine,
benzoic acid, and ibuprofen – formulated individually as solutions containing: 1%, 10% or 30% v/v ethanol, or
20% v/v PG. Differential scanning calorimetry and histology were used to characterise fresh frog skin, investigate
the mechanism of these enhancers in frog skin, and to determine whether these enhancers significantly affected
skin structure. Results showed that the extent of absorption enhancement was influenced by chemical, enhancer
and skin region, and that enhancement was generally not consistent for individual enhancers or skin regions. The
exception was 1% v/v ethanol, which did not significantly alter flux across the skin for any of the chemicals
evaluated. Caffeine absorption was not enhanced by any of the investigated penetration enhancers, and was in
fact significantly reduced by 30% v/v ethanol and PG. Ethanol caused concentration-dependant changes in skin
morphology and should be avoided in concentrations �10% v/v. PG, however, caused minimal changes to the
skin and consistently improved absorption of benzoic acid and ibuprofen through all skin regions. Owing to the
significant changes in skin structure following �10% v/v ethanol exposure, it is recommended to avoid its use in
frogs. For enhancement of penetration of moderately-to-highly lipophilic chemicals, this study has identified 20%
v/v PG should to be the enhancer of choice.
1. Introduction

Penetration enhancers, substances that can partition into the skin and
increase the absorption of chemicals, are commonly included in agri-
cultural, industrial and therapeutic formulations. There is substantial
evidence that these substances are able to significantly reduce the barrier
function of the mammalian epidermis, resulting in greater systemic
exposure to topically-administered chemicals. However, despite the
common inclusion of penetration enhancers in formulations, their impact
on absorption in most non-mammalian species remains unknown.

Frog skin is highly-permeable and structurally different from
mammalian skin, owing to the role of frog skin in maintaining physio-
logical homeostasis (fluid, electrolyte and acid/base balance). The stra-
tum corneum (SC), accepted as the primary barrier to percutaneous
absorption in mammals, is much thinner in frogs. While in mammals the
SC is often 10–20 cell layers thick, in frogs it commonly consists of only
(V.K. Llewelyn).
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one or two cell layers [1]. Thus, it is unsurprising that the limited
comparative studies of chemical absorption in frog and mammalian skins
have reported much higher absorption in frog skin [2, 3]. As absorption
rates are already heightened in frogs compared to in mammals, it is likely
that inclusion of a penetration enhancer in a chemical formulation will
also have a heightened effect in frog skin.

Frogs are experiencing significant population declines and extinctions
worldwide. While much of the decline has been attributed to disease,
especially infectious chytridiomycosis, habitat change and contamina-
tion have also been identified as causative factors [4]. The dynamic
interaction between frogs' skin and the immediate environment is the
reason for their heightened sensitivity to environmental contaminants,
and this heightened sensitivity has, in turn, led to frogs being considered
indicators of the relative health of an ecosystem. They therefore repre-
sent an ideal non-mammalian candidate in which to investigate the
impact of penetration enhancers on percutaneous absorption, as they are
19
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Table 1
LogP of each model chemical, and the composition, saturation solubility data and
sampling times for each donor solution used in the absorption kinetics/diffusion
cell experiments *values from [17].

Model
drug

LogP Donor solution
composition (% v/v)

Saturated
solubility (g/
L)

Sampling
times (hr)

ARS Ethanol PG

Benzoic
acid

1.87 100% – – 3.972* 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5,
6

Benzoic
acid

99% 1% – 5.240 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5

Benzoic
acid

70% 30% – 12.101 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5

Benzoic
acid

80% – 20% 2.619 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5

Caffeine -0.07 100% – – 20.298* 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5,
6

Caffeine 99% 1% – 19.238 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4

Caffeine 70% 30% – 20.046 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5

Caffeine 80% – 20% 17.947 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5

Ibuprofen 3.97 100% – – 0.490* 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5,
6

Ibuprofen 99% 1% – 0.243 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5,
6

Ibuprofen 90% 10% – 0.810 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5

Ibuprofen 70% 30% – 1.338 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5,
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likely to encounter these substances in formulations for treatment of
disease and in also in the wild.

A variety of ingredients with potential penetration-enhancing effects
are regularly included in commercially-available products, particularly
as co-solvents (to assist in the dissolution of the active chemical). In
therapeutic drug products, the most common co-solvent used is ethanol,
although propylene glycol (PG), owing to its relatively lower toxicity in
vivo, is also widely included, particularly in topical and cosmetic for-
mulations [5]. Further, as commercially-available drug products are
often inappropriate for administration directly to exotic species including
frogs, clinicians are often required to compound their own formulations.
Owing to their availability and favourable solubility profiles, ethanol and
PG also represent the most-commonly used solvents used when com-
pounding drug products for topical application. Ethanol also finds
extensive use in agricultural and industrial formulations. In particular,
the identification of ethanol as a “green” solvent has increased its use in
manufacturing, inclusion in fuels, and as a solvent in agrichemicals [6].
PG is most commonly included in antifreeze for aircraft, and so can easily
contaminate surrounding environments when in use [7]. While neither
PG nor ethanol persist in the environment, acute impacts on wildlife
when products containing these ingredients are introduced into the
environment cannot be ignored.

Penetration enhancers may influence absorption by allowing higher
concentrations of active chemical to be dissolved in the formulation it-
self, and also by altering the barrier properties of the skin – usually by
inducing changes in the lipoid structure/packing of the epidermal layer.
Almost all penetration enhancers act via more than one mechanism, and
sometimes the primary mechanism of enhancement changes, depending
on the concentration of enhancer used. Ethanol is postulated to improve
absorption by: increasing chemical solubility in formulation, diffusing
itself into the SC thereby improving solubility of the active chemical in
the SC, and having a multitude of effects on intradermal lipids, causing
lipid fluidisation, restructuring of the lipids, and at high concentrations,
lipid extraction from the SC [8]. The mechanism of PG in improving
percutaneous absorption is similarly debated; its effects have been
attributed to: diffusion into the SC, improving solubility of the active
chemical in the SC, interaction with the polar headgroups of the lipid
bilayers of the skin altering the lipid packing, and alteration of protein
composition in the skin [9, 10]. In order to elucidate the underlying
mechanism of penetration enhancers, studies often consider the results of
in vitro absorption studies alongside investigations of changes in the skin
structure following exposure to the penetration enhancers. Various
techniques have been used to study the effect of penetration enhancers
on skin structure, including light, electron and confocal microscopy,
Raman and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, differential scan-
ning calorimetry (DSC) and X-ray diffractometry [11].

As penetration enhancers have different effects depending on the
characteristics of the skin to which they are applied and the formulation
in which they are included, it is difficult to consistently predict the
impact an enhancer will have on skin structure and function. As frog skin
is structurally different from mammalian skin, and penetration-
enhancers likely to be included in therapeutic formulations used in
frogs, and also present in frog habitats, studies are needed to investigate
their effect on chemical absorption through frog skin. Further, given the
vital role of frog skin in maintaining physiological homeostasis, it is also
important to ensure that the integrity of the skin is not significantly
altered following application of penetration enhancers.

The current study investigated the effect of the addition of ethanol or
PG to an aqueous formulation containing one of three model chemicals
on the absorption kinetics through frog skin. In order to further under-
stand the underlying mechanism of penetration enhancement in frog
skin, DSC and histology were used to characterise frog skin, prior to and
after exposure to these penetration enhancers.
2

2. Material and methods

2.1. Chemicals and solutions

Model chemicals used were reagent grade caffeine, ACS reagent grade
benzoic acid (both Sigma-Aldrich) and �98% ibuprofen (Sigma).
Amphibian Ringer's solution (ARS), used in both donor and receptor
solutions, was prepared according to Wright and Whitaker [12] con-
taining: 113 mM sodium chloride, 2 mM potassium chloride, 1.35 mM
calcium chloride, and 2.4 mM sodium bicarbonate. For all ibuprofen
experiments, ARS was spiked with 2-hydroxypropyl-beta-cyclodextrin
(HPβCD; Aldrich Chemistry) 2.75 mg/ml to ensure adequate solubiliza-
tion. Donor solutions (Table 1) comprised a saturated (“infinite dose”)
solution of each of the model chemicals in either: (a) 1% v/v ethanol, (b)
10% v/v ethanol (ibuprofen only), (c) 30% v/v ethanol, or (d) 20% v/v
PG, all prepared in ARS � HPβCD. As the study included prolonged
exposure, the penetration enhancers chosen, and concentrations used,
were selected due to their inclusion in commercially-available drug
products, at amounts reported to be safe in frogs. 10% v/v ethanol was
included as a mid-range concentration in the ibuprofen studies, after
preliminary studies showed almost no influence of 1% v/v ethanol and
extremely high absorption from 30% v/v ethanol. To ensure solubilisa-
tion of the chemicals in the receptor solution, all receptor solutions
comprised ARS spiked with 2-hydroxypropyl-beta-cyclodextrin (HPβCD;
Aldrich Chemistry): 2.75 mg/ml HPβCD was used for the caffeine and
ibuprofen experiments, and 5.75 mg/ml HPβCD for benzoic acid exper-
iments. Euthanasia of animals was carried out by bathing in a solution of
0.2% w/v ethyl 3-aminobenzoate methanesulfonate solution (MS-222;
Aldrich Chemistry), buffered to pH 7.3 with sodium bicarbonate.

Methanol and acetonitrile used were high-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC) grade (Fisher Chemicals, Trinidad and Thermo
6
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Fisher Scientific, Australia), formic acid was analytical grade (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Australia) and water used for HPLC was ultrapure
(Milli-Q Integral, Millipore Australia). All solutions were freshly
prepared.

2.1.1. Determining saturation solubility of donor solutions
The saturation solubility of each chemical in each penetration

enhancer solution was determined by placing an excess of chemical into
5–100 mL of penetration enhancer solution. The resultant mixture was
then sonicated at room temperature for 24 hr before centrifuging at
12,000 RCF for 15 minutes. Supernatant was removed, diluted appro-
priately with ARS þ HPβCD, and analysed using previously-validated
HPLC methods [13].

2.2. Study animals

Adult male Rhinella marina (cane toads), wild-caught in the Towns-
ville region (Australia) were used in this study. The cane toad has a wide
distribution, being a native species in Central and South America, and
also having been introduced several nations in the Asia-Pacific region
[14]. Extensive biological and ecological research exists for this species,
including baseline kinetics of skin absorption. Cane toads are also
generally not adversely affected by chytridiomycosis infection (only
metamorphs and subadults succumb to the disease [15]), and so present a
suitable model for design and trial of therapeutic treatments for this
infection. This species, therefore, represents an appropriate model spe-
cies when investigating the impact of penetration enhancers on the skin
of frogs. Thirty-four toads, ranging from 54.5 – 128.65 g body weight
(mean ¼ 89.74 g) were randomly allocated to one of the penetration
enhancer/chemical treatments. Twenty-five toads were used for the in
vitro penetration enhancer experiments, and the remaining toads pro-
vided skin samples both for histological analysis (light microscopy) and
DSC experiments. Toads were handled carefully in order to minimize
potential damage to the skin. Euthanasia was carried out within 24 hr of
collection. Full-thickness skin samples were excised immediately after
euthanasia. For all studies, each toad provided five skin samples from a
combination of the following skin regions: dorsal bilaterally from the
central dorsal truncal midline, ventral pelvic bilaterally along the pelvic
truncal midline, ventral thoracic bilaterally from the central ventral
truncal midline. All studies were completed in accordance with Animal
Ethics approval A2222 from James Cook University, Australia.

2.3. Diffusion cell experiments

The effect of penetration enhancers on the absorption of model
chemicals in static Franz diffusion cells (Permegear, USA) was investi-
gated. Each diffusion cell consisted of a 1 ml donor chamber with a 9 mm
orifice, and a 5 ml receptor chamber. The donor chamber was filled with
a saturated solution of one of the model chemicals (benzoic acid,
caffeine, or ibuprofen) in ARS (� HPβCD) þ penetration enhancer, as
outlined in section 2.1. Receptor solution (ARS þ HPβCD) was magnet-
ically stirred and allowed to equilibrate in the diffusion cell for 30 mi-
nutes prior to skin mounting. Prior to mounting, each skin sample was
rinsed in ARS andmicroscopically inspected for signs of damage. Samples
were mounted on diffusion cells with the external skin surface facing the
donor chamber. Samples with signs of damage were not used in the
study.

After mounting skin samples on the diffusion cell, 1 ml of donor so-
lution was applied to the donor chamber, and the chamber was occluded
by application of laboratory film (Parafilm M™, Pecheney Plastics
Packaging, Chicago) to the external donor chamber orifice. 1 ml samples
were then collected from the receptor chamber until steady-state was
achieved for at least four sampling points, as indicated in preliminary
studies (data not included). Samples were collected from the center of the
diffusion cell, by inserting a 200mm long stainless-steel needle via the
3

sidearm and withdrawing the sample from directly above the stir bar into
a glass syringe. Samples were collected at t¼ 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 and 4
hr for caffeine in 1% v/v ethanol. All other caffeine experiments followed
the same schedule with an additional sample taken at t ¼ 5 hr. All ben-
zoic acid samples were taken at t ¼ 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4 and 5 hr.
Ibuprofen samples were withdrawn at t ¼ 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 4 hr
when dissolved in 20% v/v PG, with an additional sample withdrawn at t
¼ 5 hr for the 10% v/v ethanol-containing samples, and two additional
samples (t ¼ 5 and t ¼ 6 hr) for ibuprofen in 1% v/v or 30% v/v ethanol
(Table 1). Immediately following sample collection, fresh receptor so-
lution was added to the receptor chamber using a clean needle and glass
syringe, the chamber inverted to ensure no air bubbles were present, and
the chamber then returned to its holder. This allowed replenishment of
lost receptor chamber volume from sample collection, while also
ensuring that fresh receptor solution was mixed into the remaining donor
chamber solution. Collected samples were analyzed for the chemical
content using previously-described HPLC methods [13].

2.3.1. High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
The HPLC system comprised a Shimadzu Nexera-i LC-2040C 3D

equipped with a photodiode-array detector. Post-run analysis was per-
formed using Labsolutions 5.82 (Shimadzu). All HPLC methods have
been validated and previously described [13]. As the penetration en-
hancers used in this study could potentially interfere with the analysis,
specificity was investigated. Blank samples containing 100% penetration
enhancer, samples of individual penetration enhancers spiked with
known quantities of each of the chemicals, and samples run in unspiked
ARS were injected onto the column to ensure no interference with the
chemical peak occurred. All methods remained specific for the determi-
nation of the respective chemicals and no interference was detected, thus
specificity was assured. HPLC methods were therefore used as previously
reported. Calibrations were performed daily (r2> 0.999), and all samples
measured in triplicate.

2.3.2. Data analysis and statistics
Data were examined and analyzed using R [16]. Previously-collected

data involving percutaneous absorption of model chemicals from ARS
[17] were included in data analyses to determine any differences in ab-
sorption due to the penetration enhancers.

Cumulative absorption versus time plots were produced for each
sample, and any curves with significant deviation suggestive of skin
damage were excluded. Consequently, results from four samples were
excluded from further analysis.

Flux (mcg/cm2/hr; Jss) was determined for each sample from the
steady-state slope of the cumulative absorption versus time plot. Steady
state was identified as the slope taken from at least four consecutive
sampling points, after initial equilibration had occurred. In the case of
30% ethanol, where a distinct lag phase was noted, we ensured that the
first sampling timepoint for calculation of the linear portion of the curve
was no less than 2.3 x lag time (as per [18]). Permeability coefficient (Kp)
was calculated by dividing flux by the concentration of chemical in the
donor solution (Kp ¼ Jss/Cv). Concentration of drug in the donor solution
(Cv) was the saturation solubility of each chemical in the penetration
enhancer as determined in stage 1 of this study (sections 2.1.1 and 3.1;
Table 1). In addition to data collected in this study, Kp was calculated
from previously-collected data involving percutaneous absorption of the
model chemicals from ARS [17].

The effect of the penetration enhancer and skin region on chemical
flux through the skin was determined for each individual chemical by
fitting a series of linear mixed-effects models using the nlme package
[19]. Each model used penetration enhancer as the fixed factor, included
the individual animal as a random effect, and allowed for hetero-
skedasticity in the data.

Enhancement ratio (ER) was calculated for each drug/penetration
enhancer formulation, as the ratio of Kp of each drug in penetration
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enhancer divided by its Kp in ARS (i.e., ER ¼ KpPE/KpARS). This allowed
comparison of relative effect of each penetration enhancer to each other
and ARS, for a specific skin region and model chemical. ERs reported are
the mean ratios from at least four replicates.

2.4. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

The thermal behavior of dorsal and ventral frog skin was investigated
using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC; Mettler Toledo DSC822e

with STARe version 14.00). Full-thickness skin samples were used in the
study, either freshly-excised or skin that had been exposed to ARS or
penetration enhancer solutions for 6 hr. Skin was prepared and mounted
on diffusion cells as described in sections 2.2 and 2.4. Donor solutions
were as outlined in section 2.1, however model chemicals were not
included in any solutions. The donor solutions thus comprised of: (a)
ARS, (b) 1% v/v ethanol, (c) 10% v/v ethanol, (d) 30% v/v ethanol, or (e)
20% v/v PG, all prepared in ARS. The receptor solution for all studies was
ARS to maintain viability of the inner skin surface. Following the 6-hr
exposure time, skin samples were removed from the diffusion cells,
rinsed with ARS, and blot-dried. Exposed skin was then excised from
surrounding (non-exposed) tissue, cut into pieces weighing approxi-
mately 20 mg, and sealed in 40 mcl aluminium crucibles. Baseline
samples of freshly-excised frog skin were used in the investigation of the
ramp rate on DSC output. Heating rates of 1 �C, 5 �C and 10 �C/min were
investigated, with optimal balance between resolution, sensitivity, and
reproducibility seen with the 5 �C/min heating rate. Thus, all samples
were analysed over the temperature range 30–150 �C, with a heating rate
of 5 �C/min under nitrogen flow. Transition data represent the average of
at least three skin samples.

2.5. Histology

Ventral and dorsal skin samples, either fresh or following exposure to
ARS or penetration enhancers as part of the DSC experiments, were
preserved in 4% phosphate-buffered formaldehyde. Preserved skin was
then dehydrated and processed for histology using standard methods to
produce 5 mcm sections on slides stained with haematoxylin and eosin.

3. Results

3.1. Saturation solubility studies

Table 1 presents the solubility data for each chemical in each of the
penetration enhancer solutions. Increasing concentrations of ethanol
increased the solubility of both benzoic acid and ibuprofen, with solu-
bility increasing 3-fold for benzoic acid in 30% v/v ethanol, and 2-fold
Fig. 1. Cumulative absorption versus time curves for absorption of caffeine for the v
Rh. marina skin. Error bars show standard error. ARS data from [17].
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for ibuprofen. 20% v/v PG decreased the solubility of all chemicals
investigated (Table 1).

3.2. Diffusion cell studies - absorption kinetics

3.2.1. Cumulative absorption versus time for each model chemical
The cumulative absorption of model chemicals from the different

penetration enhancers changed markedly depending on the skin region
and model chemical applied. Of note, 30% v/v ethanol demonstrated a
distinct lag phase in absorption profile through all skin regions and for all
chemicals, with negligible absorption occurring in the first 30 minutes of
the experiments. The lag phase was most obvious in the benzoic acid
experiments. Following this lag phase, however, absorption rapidly
increased. This lag phase was absent for other enhancers. Discussion of
results will therefore focus on absorption following resolution of the lag
phase.

3.2.1.1. Caffeine. The addition of 1% v/v ethanol consistently showed
greater absorption compared to ARS alone for all skin regions, whereas
the relative effect of PG and 30% v/v ethanol differed depending on the
skin region (Fig. 1). In dorsal skin, the inclusion of 30% v/v ethanol
slightly reduced absorption compared to ARS alone, whereas PG reduced
absorption by approximately half.

Ventrally, absorption of caffeine was essentially unchanged for PG
compared to ARS, through both the thoracic and pelvic skin regions. In
30% v/v ethanol, caffeine absorption was similar to both ARS and PG
through thoracic skin, however the absorption profile changed in the
later sampling times in pelvic skin. Specifically, pelvic absorption of
caffeine was similar between PG, ARS and 30% v/v ethanol over the first
3 hr, however absorption rate of caffeine from 30% v/v ethanol was
lower from t ¼ 3 hr, with the final total cumulative amount absorbed
~30% lower than that from PG.

3.2.1.2. Benzoic acid. The addition of any of the investigated penetra-
tion enhancers resulted in greater absorption than in ARS alone, in all
skin regions. In contrast to caffeine, 30% v/v ethanol consistently
resulted in the most rapid uptake of benzoic acid through all skin regions.
There was also very little difference in absorption profiles between skin
regions, with 30% v/v ethanol consistently having the highest absorp-
tion, followed by PG, and then 1% v/v ethanol (Fig. 2). Notably, in dorsal
skin the improvement in absorption compared to ARS alone were similar
for PG and 1% v/v ethanol, whereas in ventral skin the difference be-
tween these enhancers was more prominent, with PG resulting in
markedly higher absorption.

3.2.1.3. Ibuprofen. The cumulative absorption versus time curves for
arious penetration enhancers through dorsal, ventral thoracic and ventral pelvic



Fig. 2. Cumulative absorption versus time curves for absorption of benzoic acid for the various penetration enhancers through dorsal, ventral thoracic and ventral
pelvic Rh. marina skin. Error bars show standard error. ARS data from [17].

Fig. 3. Cumulative absorption versus time curves for absorption of ibuprofen for the various penetration enhancers through dorsal, ventral thoracic and ventral pelvic
Rh. marina skin. Error bars show standard error. ARS data from [17].
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ibuprofen through dorsal skin showed a much higher absorption of
ibuprofen from 10% and 30% v/v ethanol compared to 1% v/v ethanol,
PG and ARS (Fig. 3), with highest absorption from 30% v/v ethanol.
Absorption of ibuprofen from PG, 1% v/v ethanol, and ARS in dorsal skin
was similar.

The absorption trends in the ventral skin (both thoracic and pelvic)
were different from dorsal absorption. While absorption remained low
from both PG and 1% v/v ethanol, PG does appear to improve absorption
marginally compared to 1% v/v ethanol and ARS, especially through
thoracic skin.

Although thoracic absorption was highest for 10% and 30% v/v
ethanol, no discernible difference was noted between these enhancers. Of
interest is the observation that although the absorption characteristics of
ibuprofen from the lower ethanol concentrations and PG remain rela-
tively constant for both ventral skin regions, absorption changes signif-
icantly between these regions for the 30% v/v ethanol, with pelvic
absorption being much lower than thoracic absorption.
Table 2
Flux and permeability coefficients for caffeine from a saturated solution of different pe
skin. Jss and Kp reported as mean � standard error. N ¼ 4. *indicates solvent flux valu

Solvent Dorsal Thoracic

Jss (mcg/cm2/hr) Kp (cm/hr) � 10�3 Jss (mcg/cm2/

1% ethanol 72.747 � 7.632 3.781 � 0.793 68.939 � 7.67
30% ethanol 47.871 � 2.388* 2.547 � 0.254 52.286 � 5.29
20% PG 33.650 � 2.643* 1.903 � 0.299 69.622 � 6.35
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3.2.2. Influence of penetration enhancers on the flux of model chemicals
1% v/v ethanol did not significantly influence flux for any of the

chemicals, and the ability of the other enhancers to significantly affect
flux was inconsistent between chemicals and skin regions.

Of interest, 30% v/v ethanol and PG produced significant reductions
in flux of caffeine (Table 2), with PG significantly reducing flux through
the dorsal skin (t ¼ –4.387, df ¼ 8, p ¼ 0.0023), and 30% v/v ethanol
reducing flux through both dorsal (t ¼ –2.909, df ¼ 8, p ¼ 0.0196) and
ventral pelvic skin (t ¼ –5.223, df ¼ 8, p¼ 0.0008). Thoracic application
of 30% v/v ethanol reduced caffeine flux substantially, however this
failed to reach significance (t ¼ –2.097, df ¼ 9, p ¼ 0.0655).

For benzoic acid and ibuprofen (Tables 3 and 4), 30% v/v ethanol
increased flux significantly for both chemicals through all skin regions.
PG had variable effects, significantly improving flux of benzoic acid
through the dorsal and thoracic skin regions and marginally improving
flux through the pelvic skin (t¼ 2.063, df¼ 10, p¼ 0.0661). Its ability to
improve flux of ibuprofen was only significant following thoracic
netration enhancers through dorsal, ventral thoracic and ventral pelvic Rh. marina
es that are significantly different (p < 0.05) to ARS flux values reported in [17].

Pelvic

hr) Kp (cm/hr) � 10�3 Jss (mcg/cm2/hr) Kp (cm/hr) � 10�3

0 3.584 � 0.797 102.391 � 7.108 5.322 � 0.739
4 2.786 � 0.561 40.627 � 4.325* 2.162 � 0.460
3 3.937 � 0.718 73.625 � 6.097 4.163 � 0.689



Table 3
Flux and permeability coefficients for benzoic acid from a saturated solution of different penetration enhancers through dorsal, ventral thoracic and ventral pelvic Rh.
marina skin. Jss and Kp reported as mean � standard error. N ¼ 4. *indicates solvent flux values that are significantly different (p < 0.05) to ARS flux values reported in
[17].

Solvent Dorsal Thoracic Pelvic

Jss (mcg/cm2/hr) Kp (cm/hr) � 10�3 Jss (mcg/cm2/hr) Kp (cm/hr) � 10�3 Jss (mcg/cm2/hr) Kp (cm/hr) � 10�3

1% ethanol 17.759 � 2.155 4.416 � 0.536 11.910 � 2.420 2.961 � 0.602 19.800 � 2.463 4.924 � 0.612
30% ethanol 37.841 � 4.669* 3.127 � 0.386 33.981 � 5.051* 2.808 � 0.417 44.994 � 8.686* 3.718 � 0.718
20% PG 21.221 � 1.447* 9.891 � 0.675 17.086 � 0.980* 7.964 � 0.457 27.187 � 1.856 12.672 � 0.865

Table 4
Flux and permeability coefficients for ibuprofen from a saturated solution of different penetration enhancers through dorsal, ventral thoracic and ventral pelvic Rh.
marina skin. Jss and Kp reported as mean � standard error. N ¼ 4 except for dorsal PG where N ¼ 3. *indicates solvent flux values that are significantly different (p <

0.05) to ARS flux values reported in [17].

Solvent Dorsal Thoracic Pelvic

Jss (mcg/cm2/hr) Kp (cm/hr) � 10�3 Jss (mcg/cm2/hr) Kp (cm/hr) � 10�3 Jss (mcg/cm2/hr) Kp (cm/hr) � 10�3

1% ethanol 1.406 � 0.061 5.791 � 0.501 1.303 � 0.142 5.365 � 1.167 1.504 � 0.071 6.196 � 0.582
10% ethanol 8.346 � 0.760* 10.306 � 1.876 10.841 � 1.832* 13.387 � 4.524 8.314 � 0.779* 10.266 � 1.925
30% ethanol 9.887 � 0.527* 7.389 � 0.788 9.711 � 1.506* 7.258 � 2.251 6.573 � 0.212* 4.913 � 0.316
20% PG 1.557 � 0.076 6.069 � 0.514 1.787 � 0.083* 6.964 � 0.649 1.883 � 0.252 7.339 � 1.967
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application (t ¼ 2.222, df ¼ 11, p ¼ 0.0482). Finally, and interestingly,
while both 10% and 30% v/v ethanol significantly improved flux of
ibuprofen, the effect was greater for the lower (10% v/v) ethanol con-
centration, following both thoracic and pelvic application.

3.2.3. Enhancement ratio – comparing the effects of penetration enhancers
Direct comparison of the magnitude of enhancement for each pene-

tration enhancer can be made by considering the enhancement ratio (ER)
for a specified chemical and skin region (Fig. 4).

As expected from the flux and Kp data, none of the enhancers were
effective in improving the penetration of caffeine, and in some cases, a
significant reduction in caffeine penetration was observed.

The effects of ethanol were varied, and dependent upon the concen-
tration applied. 1% v/v ethanol only improved permeability for
ibuprofen, with a 2-fold increase for ventral application and 1.7-fold
increase following dorsal application. 30% v/v ethanol effectively
increased permeability of ibuprofen through all skin regions, although
the effect was lower in ventral pelvic skin compared to dorsal or thoracic
application (ER ¼ 1.5 for ventral skin, 2.16 and 2.68 for dorsal and
thoracic skin, respectively). 30% v/v ethanol was not an effective
enhancer for benzoic acid, in all cases having an ER < 1.2, nor for
caffeine (all ER < 0.75). Interestingly, 10% v/v ethanol was the most
effective enhancer for ibuprofen, with at least a 3-fold increase in
Fig. 4. Effect of ethanol and PG on the penetration of caffeine, benzoic acid, and ib
ARS); error bars are standard error.
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absorption (dorsal), extending to a 5-fold increase following thoracic
application.

PG generally improved absorption, except for caffeine, which did not
change appreciably following ventral application (ER¼ 1.04 and 0.90 for
thoracic and pelvic application, respectively), and was reduced by almost
50% through dorsal skin (ER ¼ 0.49). Dorsal and ventral absorption was
enhanced by PG for both benzoic acid and ibuprofen, with a 2.5- to 3.95-
fold increase for benzoic acid and 1.8- to 2.6-fold increase for ibuprofen,
depending on the skin region. Ventral applications showed the largest
increases, with ER ranging from 2.28 – 3.95.

3.3. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

Three endothermic transitions were observed in fresh dorsal Rh.
marina skin samples (T2frog, T3frog, T4frog; Fig. 5) while only two transi-
tions were noted in fresh ventral skin (T2frog and T4frog; Fig. 6). The
transition temperature for T2frog was consistent between skin regions
(62.8 � 0.4 �C), whereas the transition temperature of T4frog was higher
in dorsal skin (124.3 �C versus 116.4 �C). T3frog occurring at 79.7 �C in
fresh dorsal skin.

Following exposure to ARS or penetration enhancers, changes in all
three transitions were noted in both dorsal and ventral skin. In dorsal
skin samples (Fig. 5), T2frog transition temperature was unaffected by
uprofen. Red line indicates ER ¼ 1 (i.e., no change in penetration compared to



Fig. 5. Representative DSC thermoanalytical curves of dorsal full-thickness Rh. marina skin. From top: fresh skin; skin exposed to: ARS; 1% v/v ethanol; 10% v/v
ethanol; 30% v/v ethanol; 20% v/v PG.

Fig. 6. Representative DSC thermoanalytical curves of ventral pelvic full-thickness Rh. marina skin. From top: fresh skin; skin exposed to: ARS; 1% v/v ethanol; 10%
v/v ethanol; 30% v/v ethanol; 20% v/v PG.
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ARS, PG or 1% v/v ethanol. As ethanol concentration increased, there
was a sequential decrease in transition temperature, with a marked dif-
ference in transition temperature, compared to fresh skin, noted for both
10% and 30% v/v ethanol (60.6 �C and 60.0 �C, respectively). Notably,
although the transition temperature for ARS-exposed skin did not
change, the absence of T3frog was noted, with a corresponding increase in
the enthalpy of T2frog. A similar phenomenon was observed for the 30%
v/v ethanol-exposed skin, where both T2frog and T3frog were present,
however the enthalpy of T2frog was increased with a corresponding
decrease in the enthalpy of T3frog. The opposite trend was observed for
PG; although transition temperature of T2frog was essentially unchanged,
the enthalpy of the transition decreased and an increase in T3frog
enthalpy was noted. T4frog transition temperature was essentially un-
changed for most exposed skin; the exceptions were ARS and PG-exposed
samples, which showed decreases in transition temperatures (122.6 �C
for ARS, and 120.1 �C for PG). Enthalpy of these transitions remained
essentially unchanged.

In ventral skin (Fig. 6), the T2frog transition temperature was unaf-
fected by ARS, however the enthalpy of the transition doubled in size
7

compared to fresh skin. For ethanol-exposed skin, decreases in transition
temperature were noted for all concentrations, although in contrast to
dorsal skin, 10% v/v ethanol had the lowest transition temperature
compared to fresh skin (60.3 �C), followed by 30% v/v ethanol and then
1% v/v ethanol. The enthalpy of transition increased by ~50% for all
ethanol exposures. Of note, in comparison to dorsal skin where PG did
not affect transition temperature of T2frog, in ventral skin PG recorded the
greatest reduction in transition temperature, compared to fresh skin
(57.7 �C). Interestingly, while T3frog was absent in fresh ventral skin, it
did appear in all PG-exposed ventral skin, but at a lower temperature
than that seen in dorsal skin (72.4 �C). The effects of exposure on T4frog
were different from those observed in dorsal skin, with increases in
transition temperature and peak broadening noted for all skin exposures.
The magnitude of these temperature increases ranged from 119.4 �C for
the 30% v/v ethanol concentration to 123.2 �C for ARS-exposed skin. All
of the increases in transition temperature were accompanied with a
reduction in enthalpy, except for 1% v/v ethanol, which was essentially
unchanged.
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3.4. Histology

Changes suggestive of disruption to skin integrity and function were
noted for all skin samples exposed to all penetration enhancers. The most
severe changes were noticeable with ethanol exposures, with changes
observable in both epidermal and dermal skin layers. Epidermal changes,
including pale nuclei and loss of nuclear and cellular outlines, were most
obvious in dorsal skin following exposure to ethanol (Fig. 7), and the
severity of these effects increased with increasing ethanol concentra-
tions. PG-exposed skin was noted for swelling/expansion of ventral
epidermal keratinocytes resulting in a thickened epidermis (Fig. 8). None
of these effects were observed in fresh or ARS-exposed skin samples,
indicating they were not associated with the delay between sample
collection and preservation, nor with specific ARS-induced changes in
the skin.

The most obvious impact of both ethanol and PG on the skin were the
effects on the dermis, with marked separation of dermal fibrocytes by
oedematous spaces and expansion of melanocytes observed in both
dorsal and ventral skin (Fig. 9). The severity of these changes increased
with higher concentrations of ethanol, being particularly noticeable in
dorsal skin exposed to 30% v/v ethanol. In ventral skin samples, this
appeared to reach maximal effect with exposure to 10% v/v ethanol; no
further deterioration of the dermis was observed in ventral skin exposed
to 30% v/v ethanol. Skin exposed to PG showed similar separation ef-
fects, however the severity was similar to that seen following exposure to
1% v/v ethanol.

4. Discussion

4.1. Summary of key findings

While the SC provides the primary barrier to absorption in mammals,
this layer is often only 1–2 cell layers thick in frogs, contributing to the
heightened permeability of frog skin. As the SC in frogs provides only a
modest barrier to absorption, any changes to it, or other skin regions
induced by exposure to penetration enhancers is likely to significantly
impact absorption through, and regulatory function of, the skin. The DSC
and histology findings reported herein found that exposure to penetra-
tion enhancers resulted in significant changes to the skin structure,
especially in the case of ethanol. 30% v/v ethanol caused loss of cellular
outlines in the keratinised cells of the epidermis, leading to coalescence
of this layer, and severe changes to the dermis. Even 10% v/v ethanol
appeared to induce significant changes in the dermis, and so ethanol in
Fig. 7. Histological sections of dorsal skin in Rh. marina showing effect of ethanol ex
30% v/v ethanol for 6 hr. Note loss of cellular outlines in epidermis. Scale bar ¼ 20
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concentrations �10% v/v should be avoided, as these stark anatomical
changes may negatively affect the animal's ability to maintain physio-
logical homeostasis. A minimal effect on the skin was seen following
dorsal application of 1% v/v ethanol, however, this concentration of
ethanol was ineffective in enhancing penetration for all chemicals, so its
value in a therapeutic formulation would primarily be as a co-solvent,
enabling reduction in dosing volumes and not enhancement of absorp-
tion kinetics.

The best solvent for absorption of a hydrophilic chemical was ARS
alone, as none of the enhancers improved penetration of caffeine. 30%
v/v ethanol and PG effectively reduced caffeine absorption (30% v/v
ethanol following both dorsal and ventral application, PG only following
dorsal application). Ergo sequitur, from an environmental toxicology
perspective, hydrophilic chemicals used as overhead sprays would be
best formulated with PG to reduce absorption of these chemicals in frog
skin. Despite the reduction in absorption of hydrophilic chemicals from
both dorsal and ventral skin regions due to 30% v/v ethanol, this cannot
be recommended, as the histology results suggest that prolonged skin
contact with such formulations adversely affect the skin structure in
frogs, increasing the absorption of most other chemicals in the environ-
ment, and may also negatively affect the frog's ability to maintain
physiological homeostasis.

PG was the most consistently-effective enhancer for moderately and
highly lipophilic chemicals (all skin regions), while causing the least
observable skin changes. As the majority of therapeutic chemicals are of
moderate to high lipophilicity, PG represents the safest and most effec-
tive option for penetration enhancement for a wide range of therapeutic
chemicals in frogs.
4.2. In vitro studies – absorption kinetics

As these experiments included saturated solutions of each chemical,
flux results that differ significantly from the use of ARS alone suggest
modification of the skin barrier by the penetration enhancers [20]. It is
unsurprising that higher concentrations of ethanol improved flux for
benzoic acid and ibuprofen in the current study, considering the obvious
changes in frog skin structure observed (Fig. 9). Of note is the finding that
10% v/v ethanol was more effective in improving ibuprofen flux than
30% v/v ethanol for ibuprofen. Similar results were observed in human
epidermis in a study by Watkinson et al. [21], who reported that flux of
ibuprofen from binary ethanol/water solutions increased rapidly up to a
50/50 v/v mixture, thereafter remaining relatively steady up to 75/25
v/v, before decreasing significantly in 100% ethanol. The authors
posure on epidermal structure. Left: fresh Rh. marina skin. Right: skin exposed to
mcm.



Fig. 8. Histological sections of ventral skin in Rh. marina showing effect of PG exposure on epidermal structure. Left: fresh Rh. marina skin. Right: skin exposed to 20%
v/v PG for 6 hr. Note swelling of keratinocytes compared to control. Scale bar ¼ 20 mcm.

Fig. 9. Effect of ethanol exposure on dorsal skin from Rh. marina. Ethanol concentrations increasing from left. Left-to-right: fresh skin, 1% v/v ethanol, 10% v/v
ethanol, 30% v/v ethanol. Note separation of dermal fibrocytes by oedematous spaces. Scale bar ¼ 50 mcm.
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postulated that this effect could be due to dehydration of the SC at higher
ethanol concentrations. However, as can be seen from the histological
sections of frog skin (Fig. 7), it is likely the reduction in flux demon-
strated with the higher ethanol concentration is due to the homogeni-
zation of the SC, creating a solid, relatively lipophilic barrier to
absorption. It is likely, given the lipophilic nature of ibuprofen, that it
may partition from the dosing solution into the SC/epidermal layer,
however the epidermal restructuring caused by the ethanol may cause
ibuprofen to be less likely to partition further into the more hydrophilic
dermis. Further studies, including fixed-dose applications with full mass
balance to determine skin ibuprofen content may provide clarification of
this hypothesis. Regardless, the use of ethanol in formulations for
application to frog skin cannot be recommended at these higher con-
centrations, as such changes to the skin structure is likely to have serious
implications for the animal's ability to maintain homeostasis.

In mammalian skin studies, a lag phase for absorption is regularly
observed, as an applied chemical must diffuse from the donor, across the
thick SC and the remaining skin barrier before it reaches the receptor.
However, as frog skin is much thinner than mammalian skin, lag times
have not previously been reported when measuring transdermal ab-
sorption from simple aqueous solutions [13, 17, 22]. A lag phase was,
however, noted in the current study when chemicals were formulated in
30% ethanol. In mammals, coformulation with ethanol has different ef-
fects on the lag phase depending on the ethanol concentration, due to the
concentration-dependant effects of ethanol on the skin. Typically,
ethanol at lower concentrations causes fluidisation of the skin mem-
brane, and this is associated with decreased lag time and improved ab-
sorption. Conversely, at higher concentrations ethanol is known to
extract skin lipids; this is typically observed as a significantly increased
lag time followed by rapid flux [8, 23]. In mammals, the first mechanism
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(membrane fluidisation, decreased lag time and increased permeability)
is dominant for ethanol concentrations up to ~60% [21, 24], with lag
times increasing higher ethanol concentrations. In reptiles, no lag phase
was reported in shed snake skin when an aminophylline gel was
formulated with the penetration enhancers lauric acid, sodium taur-
oglycocholate (a surfactant), or PG, however a lag time was reported
when formulated in 60% ethanol [25]. It is therefore not surprising that a
lag time was observed with the higher ethanol concentration in the
current study, but not with the lower concentrations. We predict that the
underlying mechanism is the same in both animal classes, simply that the
thinner nature of frog skin means that lower ethanol concentrations are
needed for these effects to be observed. Indeed, significant changes to the
keratinized cells of the epidermis were noted in skin samples exposed to
30% ethanol (Fig. 7).

PG was the most consistently-effective enhancer for benzoic acid and
ibuprofen, although the magnitude of improvement changed depending
on the skin region of application. It was the most effective penetration
enhancer for benzoic acid, and while not able to enhance penetration as
much as ethanol for ibuprofen solutions, induced less severe changes in
the skin, and so provides a safer alternative for penetration-
enhancement. These results contribute to the contradictory reports in
the literature as to the effectiveness of PG as a penetration enhancer on its
own [26]. In mammals, often the effect of PG on absorption kinetics is
negligible when formulated alone, with enhancement only occurring
when used in combination with another known enhancer, such as fatty
acids. It is possible that the effectiveness of PG demonstrated in the
current study is due to the thinner barrier provided by frog epidermis,
and that modulating effects of PG are insufficient to significantly alter the
barrier properties of the thicker SC in mammals. The findings in the
current study reinforce the caution required by clinicians when using
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formulations (containing penetration-enhancing ingredients) designed
for use in mammals in frogs, as although these formulations may be re-
ported to not influence absorption in mammals, different effects may be
observed in frogs [27].

Finally, penetration enhancers investigated in the current study had
different effects on absorption, depending on both the chemical being
applied to the skin and the skin region. As skin region influenced the
absorption kinetics from the different solvents, the application site needs
to be considered together with the formulation composition when
developing therapeutics for use in frogs. This finding is of interest, as a
previous study by this research group in Rh. marina found that the flux of
benzoic acid and ibuprofen did not significantly change between skin
regions [17] when formulated in ARS alone.

4.3. DSC and histology

This study is the first to characterise full-thickness frog skin, including
the effect of penetration enhancers, using DSC. Previous studies have
reported findings in a variety of mammalian skins (for review, see Babita
et al. [28]), and snake skin has also been reported [3]. Most studies in
mammals identify three or four main transitions common to all investi-
gated skin types (T1mammal-T4mammal), occurring at ~40 �C (T1mammal;
sometimes absent in studies), 70–75 �C (T2mammal), 80–85 �C (T3mammal)
and 105 �C (T4mammal) [28]. T2-T4 were evident in fresh dorsal frog skin,
and T2 and T4 in ventral frog skin, however T1was not observed in either
skin region. This may be due to the starting temperature in the current
experiment being necessarily high owing to the ambient laboratory
conditions, preventing observation of the transition. In addition, T2frog
and T3frog were found to be 10–15 �C lower than reported in mammalian
SC, so it is possible that this first transition may also have occurred at a
reduced temperature, below the temperature range investigated in the
current study.

T2mammal and T3mammal have been attributed to intracellular lipids
changes, and lipid-protein complex changes, respectively, whereas
T4mammal is associated with protein denaturation. It is interesting that the
lipid-associated transitions in frog skin occur at lower temperatures, and
the protein denaturation at higher temperatures, than seen in mamma-
lian skin. Differences in lipid-associated transitions between species are
likely due to differences in constituent skin lipids and their arrangement
in the epidermis. In particular, lower phospholipid content of the skin has
been reported to correlate with reduced transition temperatures, and
ceramides with increased transition temperatures [28]. While the exact
lipid composition of Rh. marina skin has not been reported, the lipid
composition of epidermis in a group of frogs from Cyclorana spp. reported
0.86% phospholipid content and a complete absence of ceramides [29].
Comparatively, human SC is reported to contain 3–5% phospholipids and
27% ceramides, depending on the skin region investigated [30]. Addi-
tionally, more permeable skins typically exhibit looser packing of the
epidermal lipids and as frog skin is highly permeable, it is likely this also
contributed to the lower transition temperatures observed for T2frog and
T3frog in the current study.

An interesting finding in the current study was the observation that
for dorsal skin samples, exposure to ARS or 30% v/v ethanol resulted in a
reduction in enthalpy of T3frog with a corresponding increase in the
enthalpy of T2frog. This has been reported previously in porcine skin [31],
whereby heating of the skin resulted in a loss of T3 and an increase in the
enthalpy of T2 equivalent in size to that of T3. Of note in the current
study was the opposite finding in PG-exposed dorsal skin – where T3frog
increased in enthalpy, with a corresponding decrease in enthalpy of
T2frog. Studies utilizing different methodologies to investigate changes in
frog skin following PG-exposure will assist in explaining this
phenomenon.

T4mammal, in contrast, is associatedwith the hydration status of skin; it
is absent in dehydrated skin and skin with a total water content of<15%,
and the temperature of this transition declines continuously with
increasing hydration of the skin [28]. Further, it has been suggested that
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higher transition temperatures of T4mammal with broad peaks indicates
dehydration of the membrane. As the pelvic ventral patch in frogs is
physiologically designed to optimize water uptake, it is perhaps unsur-
prising that the transition temperature was lower for fresh ventral skin
samples than for the dorsal samples. Similarly, this may also explain the
reduction in T4frog temperature following exposure of dorsal skin to ARS
(which would be expected to increase hydration of the skin), and the
increases in T4frog with accompanying broadening of the peak, for all
ventral skin exposures, as presumably fresh ventral skin would already be
optimally-hydrated.

For penetration enhancer-exposed skin samples, the thermal analysis
curves for dorsal skin exposed to ARS or 1% v/v ethanol were essentially
the same, corresponding with the in vitro absorption studies and histol-
ogy, which suggested that 1% v/v ethanol only marginally affects skin
structure and absorption kinetics. Of note, considering the in vitro ab-
sorption results for PG in the current study, is the DSC and histology
results for PG-exposed skin samples, which showed a reduction in tran-
sition temperature for T2frog in both dorsal and ventral skin. These
findings concur with those of Brinkmann and Müller-Goymann [9], who
found a similar reduction in transition temperature for T2 when inves-
tigating the impact of PG pretreatment on human skin. Following x-ray
diffraction studies on the pre-exposed skin, the authors concluded that
PG integrates into the hydrophilic regions of the SC lipid bilayer, causing
expansion to this region and thus disturbing the lipid organization. This
conclusion also agrees with the histology findings in the current study,
which showed distinct swelling of the epidermal layers of the frog skin
following PG exposure.

An ideal chemical penetration enhancer should enhance penetration,
without permanently disrupting the skin structure. However, the histol-
ogy results for ethanol demonstrated significant changes in both the
epidermal and dermal skin layers. At higher concentrations, ethanol is
reported to extract lipids from the SC in mammals [8]; in the current
study higher ethanol concentrations altered the cellular outlines of the
epidermal keratinocytes, causing coalescence of the keratinocytes. These
effects have numerous safety implications: lipid extraction can create
pores in the SC, allowing unimpeded passage of chemicals into the
dermis and supratherapeutic (and potentially toxic) drug levels, whereas
disruption of the keratinocyte outlines and coalescence of the keratino-
cytes may result in the formation of a relatively impervious barrier,
which may either impede drug absorption (resulting in sub-therapeutic
effects) or could provide a depot for sustained drug release. Such dam-
age to the skin is irreversible and would remain until new epidermal
turnover is complete. Additionally, such skin damage in a frog would be
likely to substantially impact on the ability of the frog to maintain
physiological homeostasis, leading to impaired fluid and electrolyte
balance. While skin changes, including expansion of the epidermal ker-
atinocytes, were noted in PG-exposed skin, these changes are likely to be
more readily reversible than those identified in ethanol-exposed skin.

4.4. General discussion

While the focus of this study has been on the impact of penetration
enhancers on model chemical absorption, the ability of the enhancers
themselves to be absorbed must be considered. Ethanol and PG rapidly
penetrate mammalian skin; indeed, the initial rapid increase in absorp-
tion noted with benzoic acid and ibuprofen when formulated in ethanol
in the current study is likely due to initial solvent drag. These results
emphasise the need for the clinician and the environmental toxicologist
to consider the impact formulation of chemical(s) with penetration en-
hancers may have on systemic absorption of the chemical, while also
considering that the enhancers themselves are also likely to be absorbed,
having local or systemic effects including potential toxicity. Krause et al.
[32] reported on toxicity resulting in death of a group of red-eyed tree
frogs (Agalychnis calidryas) following topical application of ivermectin
diluted in PG. Necropsy results showed supra-therapeutic levels of both
the ivermectin and PG, and the authors concluded that toxicity was likely
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caused by incomplete mixing of the solution. Ivermectin is a large
molecule with a logP (estimated) of 5.83 [33]. In the current study,
ibuprofen, the most lipophilic chemical investigated, showed a
1.8–2.6-fold increase in penetration following formulation in 20% v/v
PG. It is therefore likely that the penetration-enhancing effects of the PG
contributed to the toxicity reported by Krause et al. [32]. Similarly,
toxicology researchers have highlighted that the inclusion of surfactants
in the herbicide glyphosate contributes to the toxicity of these formula-
tions to amphibians [34]. Howe et al. [35] investigated individually the
toxicity of neat glyphosate, the surfactant used in some glyphosate for-
mulations, and five commercial glyphosate formulations in four frog
species. Acute toxicity was highest with the surfactant alone, and lowest
with the neat glyphosate. However, this and other studies have been
primarily concerned with the toxicity caused by the surfactant itself, and
have not considered that the surfactant is also likely increasing the ab-
sorption of the glyphosate in the formulation, contributing to the toxi-
cological profile. While the current study did not investigate surfactant
action on percutaneous absorption in frogs, surfactants are known
penetration-enhancers and should be expected to influence absorption of
both the chemical and the enhancer itself. Thus, both the contribution of
penetration enhancers to altered absorption and the individual toxicity of
the enhancers themselves must be considered when formulating chem-
icals which may be administered to frogs (whether intentionally, for
therapeutic purposes, or inadvertently following exposure in their
habitat). Studies that investigate other penetration enhancers that are
commonly included in agricultural and industrial chemical formulations
would therefore provide valuable data regarding risk assessment and
management when using these products in frog habitats.

5. Conclusions

The penetration enhancers investigated in this study are the most
common agents used in commercial and compounded therapeutic
liquid formulations administered to frogs, and are also often included
in agrichemicals and other industrial products and so are likely to be
present in frog habitats. The results herein provide information on the
absorption-enhancing effects of these agents when included in formu-
lations, and can be used to guide dose/application site adjustment
when used in frogs. In particular, the use of ethanol in concentrations
over 10% v/v cannot be recommended, despite demonstrated
penetration-enhancing effects, owing to the severe skin changes caused
by ethanol at these concentrations. 1% v/v ethanol may find use in
formulations as a co-solvent, with minimal impact on both absorption
kinetics and skin morphology. PG can enhance percutaneous absorption
of moderately and highly-lipophilic chemicals, with minimal impact on
the skin, and so should be considered when penetration enhancement
of these chemicals through frog skin is required. Finally, hydrophilic
chemicals may have significantly reduced absorption when included in
formulations containing PG or higher concentrations of ethanol,
particularly when administered to the ventral skin surface, and so these
enhancers should be avoided unless reduced absorption is desired, for
example in retarding absorption of hydrophilic environmental
contaminants.
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Appendix 9 
The full dataset for the following output is available online: 

Llewelyn, V. In vitro percutaneous absorption data for model chemicals in Rhinella marina: 

chemicals formulated in penetration enhancers ethanol or propylene glycol [Internet]. James 

Cook University; 2019. Available from: http://dx.doi.org/10.25903/5d4a6ff6bae14 

 
Effect of each solvent/penetration enhancer on chemical flux through skin 
regions of Rh. marina 
Caffeine 
> Flux.lmevar.Caff.D<-lme(Flux ~ Solvent_AEP, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                         weights=varIdent(form = ~1|Solvent_AEP),  data=Caffeine, 

subset=SubRegion=="D" ) 

> Flux.lmevar.Caff.P<-lme(Flux ~ Solvent_AEP, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                         weights=varIdent(form = ~1|Solvent_AEP),  data=Caffeine, 

subset=SubRegion=="P" ) 

> Flux.lmevar.Caff.T<-lme(Flux ~ Solvent_AEP, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                         weights=varIdent(form = ~1|Solvent_AEP),  data=Caffeine, 

subset=SubRegion=="T" ) 

> summary(Flux.lmevar.Caff.D) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Caffeine  

  Subset: SubRegion == "D"  

       AIC      BIC   logLik 

  149.9184 157.9317 -65.9592 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

        (Intercept) Residual 

StdDev:    12.07514  5.16598 

 

Variance function: 

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Solvent_AEP  

 Parameter estimates: 

      ARS    1%EtOH     20%PG   30%EtOH  

1.0000000 0.9173140 0.3865329 1.0984811  

Fixed effects: Flux ~ Solvent_AEP  

                       Value Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

(Intercept)         78.76040  5.641854 10 13.960022  0.0000 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH   -2.12213  9.306627  8 -0.228024  0.8253 

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH -30.88940 10.620056  8 -2.908591  0.0196 

Solvent_AEP20%PG   -45.11065 10.282596  8 -4.387088  0.0023 

 Correlation:  

                   (Intr) S_AEP1 S_AEP3 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH  -0.606               

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH -0.531  0.322        
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Solvent_AEP20%PG   -0.549  0.333  0.291 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

       Min         Q1        Med         Q3        Max  

-1.3004467 -0.6456382  0.1412724  0.4155518  1.2082223  

 

Number of Observations: 22   Number of Groups: 12  

> summary(Flux.lmevar.Caff.P) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Caffeine  

  Subset: SubRegion == "P"  

       AIC      BIC    logLik 

  125.9971 131.0817 -53.99857 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

        (Intercept) Residual 

StdDev:     8.83948 14.82838 

 

Variance function: 

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Solvent_AEP  

 Parameter estimates: 

      ARS    1%EtOH     20%PG   30%EtOH  

1.0000000 0.9139616 0.4201879 0.4513543  

Fixed effects: Flux ~ Solvent_AEP  

                       Value Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

(Intercept)         93.38180  7.720326  8 12.095577  0.0000 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH    9.00945 12.024545  8  0.749255  0.4752 

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH -51.63932  9.886744  8 -5.223086  0.0008 

Solvent_AEP20%PG   -19.75705 10.410431  8 -1.897813  0.0943 

 Correlation:  

                   (Intr) S_AEP1 S_AEP3 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH  -0.642               

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH -0.781  0.501        

Solvent_AEP20%PG   -0.742  0.476  0.579 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

        Min          Q1         Med          Q3         Max  

-1.31764174 -0.63284660  0.08853887  0.55859577  1.24830817  

 

Number of Observations: 17   Number of Groups: 12  

> summary(Flux.lmevar.Caff.T) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Caffeine  

  Subset: SubRegion == "T"  

       AIC     BIC    logLik 

  131.3804 136.465 -56.69021 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

        (Intercept) Residual 
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StdDev:    8.410165 23.25553 

 

Variance function: 

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Solvent_AEP  

 Parameter estimates: 

      ARS    1%EtOH   30%EtOH     20%PG  

1.0000000 0.6666661 0.2531574 0.4562934  

Fixed effects: Flux ~ Solvent_AEP  

                       Value Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

(Intercept)         76.30840  11.05939  9  6.899874  0.0001 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH   -7.14167  14.42299  9 -0.495159  0.6324 

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH -26.12513  12.46105  9 -2.096542  0.0655 

Solvent_AEP20%PG    -9.00317  13.79775  9 -0.652510  0.5304 

 Correlation:  

                   (Intr) S_AEP1 S_AEP3 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH  -0.767               

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH -0.888  0.681        

Solvent_AEP20%PG   -0.802  0.615  0.711 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

       Min         Q1        Med         Q3        Max  

-1.0468358 -0.5304755 -0.1694430  0.6623816  1.4857819  

 

Number of Observations: 17   Number of Groups: 13  
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Benzoic acid 

> Flux.lmevar.BA.D<-lme(Flux ~ Solvent_AEP, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                       weights=varIdent(form = ~1|Solvent_AEP),  data=Benzoic, sub

set=SubRegion=="D" ) 

> Flux.lmevar.BA.P<-lme(Flux ~ Solvent_AEP, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                       weights=varIdent(form = ~1|Solvent_AEP),  data=Benzoic, sub

set=SubRegion=="P" ) 

> Flux.lmevar.BA.T<-lme(Flux ~ Solvent_AEP, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                       weights=varIdent(form = ~1|Solvent_AEP),  data=Benzoic, sub

set=SubRegion=="T" ) 

>  

> summary(Flux.lmevar.BA.D) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Benzoic  

  Subset: SubRegion == "D"  

       AIC      BIC    logLik 

  155.9388 165.7582 -68.96942 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

         (Intercept) Residual 

StdDev: 0.0001918135 10.44035 

 

Variance function: 

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Solvent_AEP  

 Parameter estimates: 

  30%EtOH       ARS     20%PG    1%EtOH  

1.0000000 0.4007939 0.3099703 0.4127594  

Fixed effects: Flux ~ Solvent_AEP  

                       Value Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

(Intercept)        13.186767  1.207940 12 10.916741  0.0000 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH   4.572483  2.470171 10  1.851080  0.0939 

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH 24.654633  4.822788 12  5.112113  0.0003 

Solvent_AEP20%PG    8.034433  1.885129 10  4.262006  0.0017 

 Correlation:  

                   (Intr) S_AEP1 S_AEP3 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH  -0.489               

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH -0.250  0.122        

Solvent_AEP20%PG   -0.641  0.313  0.160 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

        Min          Q1         Med          Q3         Max  

-1.61337505 -0.52560121 -0.08597754  0.54557820  1.96711157  

 

Number of Observations: 26   Number of Groups: 14  

> summary(Flux.lmevar.BA.P) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Benzoic  

  Subset: SubRegion == "P"  

       AIC      BIC    logLik 

  120.5325 127.4858 -51.26625 
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Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

        (Intercept)  Residual 

StdDev:    9.837391 0.2871837 

 

Variance function: 

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Solvent_AEP  

 Parameter estimates: 

    30%EtOH         ARS       20%PG      1%EtOH  

 1.00000000 15.14832158  0.07879043 15.24155427  

Fixed effects: Flux ~ Solvent_AEP  

                      Value Std.Error DF  t-value p-value 

(Intercept)        11.44188  4.327502 10 2.643991  0.0246 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH   8.35812  8.479636 10 0.985670  0.3475 

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH 35.86098  7.142008 10 5.021134  0.0005 

Solvent_AEP20%PG   14.72813  7.140414 10 2.062643  0.0661 

 Correlation:  

                   (Intr) S_AEP1 S_AEP3 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH  -0.510               

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH -0.606  0.309        

Solvent_AEP20%PG   -0.606  0.309  0.367 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

         Min           Q1          Med           Q3          Max  

-1.103524477 -0.271632890 -0.007941986  0.246247981  1.166407427  

 

Number of Observations: 20   Number of Groups: 14  

> summary(Flux.lmevar.BA.T) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Benzoic  

  Subset: SubRegion == "T"  

       AIC      BIC    logLik 

  104.6356 110.3871 -43.31781 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

         (Intercept) Residual 

StdDev: 0.0001223139 10.10224 

 

Variance function: 

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Solvent_AEP  

 Parameter estimates: 

  30%EtOH       ARS    1%EtOH     20%PG  

1.0000000 0.3849066 0.4791254 0.1939737  

Fixed effects: Flux ~ Solvent_AEP  

                       Value Std.Error DF  t-value p-value 

(Intercept)         9.282648  1.587441 10 5.847557  0.0002 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH   2.626852  2.894296 10 0.907596  0.3854 

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH 24.698352  5.294694 10 4.664737  0.0009 
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Solvent_AEP20%PG    7.803352  1.865461 10 4.183068  0.0019 

 Correlation:  

                   (Intr) S_AEP1 S_AEP3 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH  -0.548               

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH -0.300  0.164        

Solvent_AEP20%PG   -0.851  0.467  0.255 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

       Min         Q1        Med         Q3        Max  

-1.1466764 -0.6088527 -0.4057272  0.9260478  1.4662389  

 

Number of Observations: 18   Number of Groups: 14  
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Ibuprofen 
> Flux.lmevar.IBU.D<-lme(Flux ~ Solvent_AEP, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                        weights=varIdent(form = ~1|Solvent_AEP),  data=Ibuprofen, 

subset=SubRegion=="D" ) 

> Flux.lmevar.IBU.P<-lme(Flux ~ Solvent_AEP, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                        weights=varIdent(form = ~1|Solvent_AEP),  data=Ibuprofen, 

subset=SubRegion=="P" ) 

> Flux.lmevar.IBU.T<-lme(Flux ~ Solvent_AEP, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                        weights=varIdent(form = ~1|Solvent_AEP),  data=Ibuprofen, 

subset=SubRegion=="T" ) 

> summary(Flux.lmevar.IBU.D) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Ibuprofen  

  Subset: SubRegion == "D"  

       AIC      BIC    logLik 

  62.73729 73.12612 -20.36865 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

        (Intercept)  Residual 

StdDev:     0.11435 0.8743373 

 

Variance function: 

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Solvent_AEP  

 Parameter estimates: 

       ARS      20%PG     1%EtOH    10%EtOH    30%EtOH  

1.00000000 0.07509324 0.09509059 1.73217371 1.20761201  

Fixed effects: Flux ~ Solvent_AEP  

                         Value Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

(Intercept)           1.617669 0.2961124 10  5.463024  0.0003 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH   -0.211644 0.3097558 10 -0.683261  0.5100 

Solvent_AEP10%EtOH   6.727623 0.8160956 10  8.243670  0.0000 

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH   8.269656 0.6106805 10 13.541705  0.0000 

Solvent_AEP20%PG    -0.060436 0.3057419 10 -0.197669  0.8473 

 Correlation:  

                   (Intr) S_AEP1% S_AEP10 S_AEP3 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH  -0.956                        

Solvent_AEP10%EtOH -0.363  0.347                 

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH -0.485  0.464   0.176         

Solvent_AEP20%PG   -0.969  0.926   0.351   0.470 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

        Min          Q1         Med          Q3         Max  

-1.39967087 -0.74443024 -0.02331409  0.54971140  1.53934832  

 

Number of Observations: 24   Number of Groups: 15  

> summary(Flux.lmevar.IBU.P) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Ibuprofen  

  Subset: SubRegion == "P"  
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       AIC      BIC    logLik 

  51.49586 61.88469 -14.74793 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

        (Intercept)  Residual 

StdDev:   0.3221138 0.2160701 

 

Variance function: 

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Solvent_AEP  

 Parameter estimates: 

      ARS     20%PG    1%EtOH   10%EtOH   30%EtOH  

1.0000000 0.9092215 0.8416991 6.9672101 2.0966330  

Fixed effects: Flux ~ Solvent_AEP  

                       Value Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

(Intercept)         1.524111 0.1646274 10  9.257942  0.0000 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH  -0.035828 0.2659220  9 -0.134733  0.8958 

Solvent_AEP10%EtOH  6.790089 0.8034566  9  8.451096  0.0000 

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH  5.048964 0.3609537  9 13.987845  0.0000 

Solvent_AEP20%PG    0.359064 0.2977071  9  1.206098  0.2585 

 Correlation:  

                   (Intr) S_AEP1% S_AEP10 S_AEP3 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH  -0.619                        

Solvent_AEP10%EtOH -0.205  0.127                 

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH -0.456  0.282   0.093         

Solvent_AEP20%PG   -0.553  0.342   0.113   0.252 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

        Min          Q1         Med          Q3         Max  

-1.44599520 -0.58533008  0.06110081  0.51679879  1.53193773  

 

Number of Observations: 24   Number of Groups: 14  

> summary(Flux.lmevar.IBU.T) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Ibuprofen  

  Subset: SubRegion == "T"  

       AIC      BIC    logLik 

  63.86729 73.66138 -20.93365 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

        (Intercept)  Residual 

StdDev:   0.2187443 0.3636876 

 

Variance function: 

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | Solvent_AEP  

 Parameter estimates: 

       ARS      20%PG     1%EtOH    30%EtOH    10%EtOH  

 1.0000000  0.2060039  0.5261867  8.3941580 10.0777959  

Fixed effects: Flux ~ Solvent_AEP  
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                       Value Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

(Intercept)         1.267943 0.1709909 11  7.415263  0.0000 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH  -0.017556 0.2345075  7 -0.074863  0.9424 

Solvent_AEP10%EtOH  9.573307 1.8470325 11  5.183075  0.0003 

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH  8.492711 1.5394331  7  5.516778  0.0009 

Solvent_AEP20%PG    0.518957 0.2335931 11  2.221629  0.0482 

 Correlation:  

                   (Intr) S_AEP1% S_AEP10 S_AEP3 

Solvent_AEP1%EtOH  -0.729                        

Solvent_AEP10%EtOH -0.093  0.068                 

Solvent_AEP30%EtOH -0.111  0.101   0.010         

Solvent_AEP20%PG   -0.732  0.534   0.068   0.081 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

       Min         Q1        Med         Q3        Max  

-1.3511102 -0.6075111 -0.1884745  0.6733754  1.4408225  

 

Number of Observations: 23   Number of Groups: 14  
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Appendix 10 
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Appendix 11 
The full dataset for the following output is available online: 

Llewelyn, V. In vivo percutaneous absorption data for model chemicals in Rhinella marina: 

chemicals formulated in Amphibian Ringer’s Solution [Internet]. James Cook University; 

2019. Available from: http://dx.doi.org/10.25903/5d4d00bb0d310 

 

Outputs for final models presented in Chapter 6 
F.logP-4 
> library(nlme) 

> #output from model F.logP-4 (aka: FINAL.logFlux.logP.toads.REML) 

> FINAL.logFlux.logP.toads.REML<- lme(log_Flux ~ LogP+SubRegion, random= ~1|AnimalI

D, 

+                                     weights=(varComb(varIdent(form=~1|LogP), varI

dent(form=~1|SubRegion))),data = Toads2) 

> anova(FINAL.logFlux.logP.toads.REML) 

            numDF denDF   F-value p-value 

(Intercept)     1    51 1884.3548  <.0001 

LogP            1    15  854.9776  <.0001 

SubRegion       2    51    7.0879  0.0019 

> summary(FINAL.logFlux.logP.toads.REML) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Toads2  

        AIC       BIC   logLik 

  -63.74114 -41.84459 41.87057 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

        (Intercept)  Residual 

StdDev:  0.08936226 0.0591831 

 

Combination of variance functions:  

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | LogP  

 Parameter estimates: 

   -0.07     3.97     1.87  

1.000000 1.796639 2.715468  

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | SubRegion  

 Parameter estimates: 

        D         T         P  

1.0000000 1.1532757 0.6257147  

Fixed effects: log_Flux ~ LogP + SubRegion  

                 Value  Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

(Intercept)  1.8694438 0.03905495 51  47.86702  0.0000 

LogP        -0.4387055 0.01498165 15 -29.28286  0.0000 

SubRegionP   0.0457535 0.02039950 51   2.24287  0.0293 
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SubRegionT  -0.0520023 0.02886960 51  -1.80128  0.0776 

 Correlation:  

           (Intr) LogP   SbRgnP 

LogP       -0.698               

SubRegionP -0.295 -0.035        

SubRegionT -0.206 -0.020  0.420 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

        Min          Q1         Med          Q3         Max  

-2.18301709 -0.63963516 -0.02403287  0.48222467  2.40459557  

 

Number of Observations: 70 

Number of Groups: 17  

 

K.logP-28 
> #output from model K.logP-28 (aka: FINAL.Kp.logP.toads.REML)  

> FINAL.Kp.logP.toads.REML<- lme(Kp ~ LogP+SubRegion*LogP, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                                weights=varIdent(form = ~1|LogP), data=Toads2) 

> anova(FINAL.Kp.logP.toads.REML) 

               numDF denDF  F-value p-value 

(Intercept)        1    49 320.7262  <.0001 

LogP               1    15   4.5402  0.0501 

SubRegion          2    49   3.9739  0.0252 

LogP:SubRegion     2    49   2.4331  0.0983 

> summary(FINAL.Kp.logP.toads.REML) 

Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Data: Toads2  

        AIC       BIC   logLik 

  -669.7746 -648.1857 344.8873 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | AnimalID 

         (Intercept)     Residual 

StdDev: 0.0006787011 0.0005524073 

 

Variance function: 

 Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 

 Formula: ~1 | LogP  

 Parameter estimates: 

   -0.07     3.97     1.87  

1.000000 1.356728 1.947443  

Fixed effects: Kp ~ LogP + SubRegion * LogP  

                       Value    Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

(Intercept)      0.003817961 0.0003151274 49 12.115611  0.0000 

LogP            -0.000125426 0.0001302955 15 -0.962631  0.3510 

SubRegionP       0.000563473 0.0002851678 49  1.975936  0.0538 

SubRegionT      -0.000219394 0.0002860581 49 -0.766957  0.4468 

LogP:SubRegionP -0.000247375 0.0001178327 49 -2.099376  0.0410 

LogP:SubRegionT -0.000176897 0.0001206114 49 -1.466668  0.1489 

 Correlation:  

                (Intr) LogP   SbRgnP SbRgnT LP:SRP 
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LogP            -0.722                             

SubRegionP      -0.313  0.206                      

SubRegionT      -0.303  0.205  0.335               

LogP:SubRegionP  0.213 -0.372 -0.664 -0.227        

LogP:SubRegionT  0.207 -0.364 -0.223 -0.650  0.403 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

        Min          Q1         Med          Q3         Max  

-1.63992904 -0.70704994 -0.06134259  0.42101135  2.55551508  

 

Number of Observations: 70 

Number of Groups: 17 
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Appendix 12 
The full dataset for the following output is available online: 

Llewelyn, V. In vivo percutaneous absorption data for model chemicals in Rhinella marina: 

chemicals formulated in Amphibian Ringer’s Solution [Internet]. James Cook University; 

2019. Available from: http://dx.doi.org/10.25903/5d4d00bb0d310 

 

Statistical output from R  

> library(nlme) 

> #create df for in vitro predictions 

> INVITRO_chloramphenicol_predict<-predict_chloramphenicol 

>  

> #predict logflux from FINAL.logFlux.logP.toads.REML 

> FINAL.logFlux.logP.toads.REML<- lme(log_Flux ~ LogP+SubRegion, random= ~1|AnimalI

D, 

+                                     weights=(varComb(varIdent(form=~1|LogP), varI

dent(form=~1|SubRegion))),data = Toads2) 

>  

> InvitroModel.logflux<-FINAL.logFlux.logP.toads.REML 

>  

> INVITRO_chloramphenicol_predict$logflux<-predict(InvitroModel.logflux, predict_ch

loramphenicol,level=0) 

>  

> #convert logflux to flux 

> INVITRO_chloramphenicol_predict$flux<-10^(INVITRO_chloramphenicol_predict$logflux

) 

>  

> INVITRO_chloramphenicol_predict 

# A tibble: 12 x 6 

    LogP    MW SubRegion Weight logflux  flux 

   <dbl> <dbl> <chr>      <dbl>   <dbl> <dbl> 

 1  1.14  323. D            100  1.37   23.4  

 2  1.14  323. T            100  1.32   20.8  

 3  1.14  323. P            100  1.42   26.0  

 4 -0.07  194. P            100  1.95   88.3  

 5 -0.07  194. T            100  1.85   70.5  

 6 -0.07  194. D            100  1.90   79.5  

 7  1.87  122. P            100  1.09   12.4  

 8  1.87  122. T            100  0.997   9.93 

 9  1.87  122. D            100  1.05   11.2  

10  3.97  206. P            100  0.174   1.49 

11  3.97  206. T            100  0.0758  1.19 

12  3.97  206. D            100  0.128   1.34 

>  

> #predict Kp from FINAL.Kp.logP.toads.REML 

> FINAL.Kp.logP.toads.REML<- lme(Kp ~ LogP+SubRegion*LogP, random= ~1|AnimalID,  

+                                weights=varIdent(form = ~1|LogP), data=Toads2) 
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>  

> InvitroModel.Kp.logP<-FINAL.Kp.logP.toads.REML 

>  

> INVITRO_chloramphenicol_predict$Kp.logP<-predict(InvitroModel.Kp.logP, predict_ch

loramphenicol,level=0) 

>  

> #add columns for Kp x 10^-3 

> INVITRO_chloramphenicol_predict$Kp.logPx1000<-1000*(INVITRO_chloramphenicol_predi

ct$Kp.logP) 

>  

> INVITRO_chloramphenicol_predict 

# A tibble: 12 x 8 

    LogP    MW SubRegion Weight logflux  flux Kp.logP Kp.logPx1000 

   <dbl> <dbl> <chr>      <dbl>   <dbl> <dbl>   <dbl>        <dbl> 

 1  1.14  323. D            100  1.37   23.4  0.00367         3.67 

 2  1.14  323. T            100  1.32   20.8  0.00325         3.25 

 3  1.14  323. P            100  1.42   26.0  0.00396         3.96 

 4 -0.07  194. P            100  1.95   88.3  0.00441         4.41 

 5 -0.07  194. T            100  1.85   70.5  0.00362         3.62 

 6 -0.07  194. D            100  1.90   79.5  0.00383         3.83 

 7  1.87  122. P            100  1.09   12.4  0.00368         3.68 

 8  1.87  122. T            100  0.997   9.93 0.00303         3.03 

 9  1.87  122. D            100  1.05   11.2  0.00358         3.58 

10  3.97  206. P            100  0.174   1.49 0.00290         2.90 

11  3.97  206. T            100  0.0758  1.19 0.00240         2.40 

12  3.97  206. D            100  0.128   1.34 0.00332         3.32 
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Appendix 13 
The full dataset for the following output is available online: 

Llewelyn, V. In vivo percutaneous absorption data for chloramphenicol, formulated in 20% 

propylene glycol, in Rhinella marina [Internet]. James Cook University; 2019. Available from:  

http://dx.doi.org/10.25903/5d4a733601e97 

 

Statistical output from R  

> library(PKNCA) 

> #import Chloramphenicol_PKNCA 

> my.conc<-PKNCAconc(Chloramphenicol_PKNCA,Conc~Time|Subject) 

> d.dose<-subset(Chloramphenicol_PKNCA,Chloramphenicol_PKNCA$Time==0, 

+                c("Dose","Time","Subject")) 

> my.dose<-PKNCAdose(d.dose,Dose~Time|Subject) 

> my.data.automatic<-PKNCAdata(my.conc,my.dose) 

> my.results.automatic<-pk.nca(my.data.automatic) 

> my.results.automatic 

$result 

   start end Subject            PPTESTCD      PPORRES exclude 

1      0  24    Real             auclast 306.01912190    <NA> 

2      0 Inf    Real                cmax  17.09350218    <NA> 

3      0 Inf    Real                tmax   2.00000000    <NA> 

4      0 Inf    Real               tlast  24.00000000    <NA> 

5      0 Inf    Real           clast.obs  10.48256727    <NA> 

6      0 Inf    Real            lambda.z   0.03711407    <NA> 

7      0 Inf    Real           r.squared   0.95047093    <NA> 

8      0 Inf    Real       adj.r.squared   0.90094186    <NA> 

9      0 Inf    Real lambda.z.time.first  12.00000000    <NA> 

10     0 Inf    Real   lambda.z.n.points   3.00000000    <NA> 

11     0 Inf    Real          clast.pred  10.17938758    <NA> 

12     0 Inf    Real           half.life  18.67613014    <NA> 

13     0 Inf    Real          span.ratio   0.64253140    <NA> 

14     0 Inf    Real          aucinf.obs 588.46099865    <NA> 

 

$data 

Formula for concentration: 

 Conc ~ Time | Subject 

With 2 subjects defined in the 'Subject' column. 

Nominal time column is not specified. 

 

First 6 rows of concentration data: 

 Subject   Weight     Dose Time      Conc exclude volume duration 

    Real 104.0585 62.75117 0.00  0.000000    <NA>     NA        0 

    Real 104.0585 62.75117 0.25  4.398044    <NA>     NA        0 

    Real 104.0585 62.75117 0.50  6.839657    <NA>     NA        0 

    Real 104.0585 62.75117 1.00  8.009947    <NA>     NA        0 

    Real 104.0585 62.75117 1.50 11.261014    <NA>     NA        0 
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    Real 104.0585 62.75117 2.00 17.093502    <NA>     NA        0 

Formula for dosing: 

 Dose ~ Time | Subject 

Nominal time column is not specified. 

 

Data for dosing: 

     Dose Time Subject exclude         route duration 

 62.75117    0    Real    <NA> extravascular        0 

 

With 4 rows of AUC specifications. 

Options changed from default are: 

$adj.r.squared.factor 

[1] 1e-04 

$max.missing 

[1] 0.5 

$auc.method 

[1] "lin up/log down" 

$conc.na 

[1] "drop" 

$conc.blq 

$conc.blq$first 

[1] "keep" 

$conc.blq$middle 

[1] "drop" 

$conc.blq$last 

[1] "keep" 

$first.tmax 

[1] TRUE 

$allow.tmax.in.half.life 

[1] FALSE 

$min.hl.points 

[1] 3 

$min.span.ratio 

[1] 2 

$max.aucinf.pext 

[1] 20 

$min.hl.r.squared 

[1] 0.9 

$tau.choices 

[1] NA 

$single.dose.aucs 

  start end auclast aucall aumclast aumcall aucint.last aucint.last.dose aucint.all 

aucint.all.dose auclast.dn aucall.dn 

1     0  24    TRUE  FALSE    FALSE   FALSE       FALSE            FALSE      FALSE           

FALSE      FALSE     FALSE 

2     0 Inf   FALSE  FALSE    FALSE   FALSE       FALSE            FALSE      FALSE           

FALSE      FALSE     FALSE 

  aumclast.dn aumcall.dn  cmax  cmin  tmax tlast tfirst clast.obs cl.last cl.all     

f mrt.last mrt.iv.last vss.last vss.iv.last 

1       FALSE      FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE  FALSE     FALSE   FALSE  FALSE FA

LSE    FALSE       FALSE    FALSE       FALSE 
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2       FALSE      FALSE  TRUE FALSE  TRUE FALSE  FALSE     FALSE   FALSE  FALSE FA

LSE    FALSE       FALSE    FALSE       FALSE 

    cav ctrough   ptr  tlag deg.fluc swing  ceoi    ae clr.last clr.obs clr.pred    

fe half.life r.squared adj.r.squared 

1 FALSE   FALSE FALSE FALSE    FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE    FALSE   FALSE    FALSE FA

LSE     FALSE     FALSE         FALSE 

2 FALSE   FALSE FALSE FALSE    FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE    FALSE   FALSE    FALSE FA

LSE      TRUE     FALSE         FALSE 

  lambda.z lambda.z.time.first lambda.z.n.points clast.pred span.ratio cmax.dn cmin

.dn clast.obs.dn clast.pred.dn cav.dn 

1    FALSE               FALSE             FALSE      FALSE      FALSE   FALSE   FA

LSE        FALSE         FALSE  FALSE 

2    FALSE               FALSE             FALSE      FALSE      FALSE   FALSE   FA

LSE        FALSE         FALSE  FALSE 

  ctrough.dn thalf.eff.last thalf.eff.iv.last kel.last kel.iv.last aucinf.obs aucin

f.pred aumcinf.obs aumcinf.pred 

1      FALSE          FALSE             FALSE    FALSE       FALSE      FALSE       

FALSE       FALSE        FALSE 

2      FALSE          FALSE             FALSE    FALSE       FALSE       TRUE       

FALSE       FALSE        FALSE 

  aucint.inf.obs aucint.inf.obs.dose aucint.inf.pred aucint.inf.pred.dose aucinf.ob

s.dn aucinf.pred.dn aumcinf.obs.dn 

1          FALSE               FALSE           FALSE                FALSE         F

ALSE          FALSE          FALSE 

2          FALSE               FALSE           FALSE                FALSE         F

ALSE          FALSE          FALSE 

  aumcinf.pred.dn aucpext.obs aucpext.pred cl.obs cl.pred mrt.obs mrt.pred mrt.iv.o

bs mrt.iv.pred mrt.md.obs mrt.md.pred vz.obs 

1           FALSE       FALSE        FALSE  FALSE   FALSE   FALSE    FALSE      FAL

SE       FALSE      FALSE       FALSE  FALSE 

2           FALSE       FALSE        FALSE  FALSE   FALSE   FALSE    FALSE      FAL

SE       FALSE      FALSE       FALSE  FALSE 

  vz.pred vss.obs vss.pred vss.iv.obs vss.iv.pred vss.md.obs vss.md.pred vd.obs vd.

pred thalf.eff.obs thalf.eff.pred 

1   FALSE   FALSE    FALSE      FALSE       FALSE      FALSE       FALSE  FALSE   F

ALSE         FALSE          FALSE 

2   FALSE   FALSE    FALSE      FALSE       FALSE      FALSE       FALSE  FALSE   F

ALSE         FALSE          FALSE 

  thalf.eff.iv.obs thalf.eff.iv.pred kel.obs kel.pred kel.iv.obs kel.iv.pred 

1            FALSE             FALSE   FALSE    FALSE      FALSE       FALSE 

2            FALSE             FALSE   FALSE    FALSE      FALSE       FALSE 

 

$exclude 

[1] "exclude" 

attr(,"class") 

[1] "PKNCAresults" "list"         

attr(,"provenance") 

Provenance hash eb7c97c6f6f4d33606144212ff706a04 generated on 2019-06-26 11:51:29 w

ith R version 3.5.2 (2018-12-20).  
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